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Abstract

This paper empirically and theoretically analyzes the effect of debt reductions that reduce long-term but not short-term obligations. Isolating the effect of future obligations allows us to test alternative explanations for borrower default decisions and to analyze the consumption response to mortgage principal reduction for underwater borrowers. Our empirical analysis uses regression discontinuity and difference-in-differences research designs on de-identified bank account and credit bureau records from participants in the U.S. government’s Home Affordable Modification Program. We find that mortgage principal reductions worth an average of $70,000 have no impact on default or consumption for borrowers who remain underwater. Our results are sufficiently precise to rule out economically meaningful effects. We develop a quantitative life-cycle model that clarifies that borrowers’ short-term constraints govern their response to long-term debt obligations. When defaulting imposes utility costs in the short-term, default is driven by cash-flow shocks such as unemployment rather than by future debt burdens. When principal reductions do not push borrowers sufficiently above water so as to relax collateral constraints, consumption is unaffected because borrowers are unable to monetize increased housing wealth. Collateral constraints drive a wedge between an underwater borrower’s marginal propensity to consume out of cash and their marginal propensity to consume out of housing wealth. Our results help explain why policies that lowered current mortgage payments were more effective than principal reductions at stemming foreclosures and increasing demand during the Great Recession.
1 Introduction

The depressed house prices, record foreclosure rates, and reduced aggregate demand during the Great Recession sparked a vigorous policy debate about how to decrease defaults and increase consumption of struggling borrowers. Former Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner has explained that the government’s “biggest debate was whether to try to reduce overall mortgage loans or just monthly payments.”\(^2\) A wide range of economists have argued that failing to address debt levels by permanently forgiving mortgage principal was a missed opportunity and one of the biggest policy mistakes of the Great Recession.\(^3\) Others have argued instead that if borrowers are liquidity constrained, focusing on short-term payment reductions is more cost effective (Eberly and Krishnamurthy 2014).

The normative policy debate hinges on fundamental economic questions about the effect of long-term debt obligations. For default, the underlying question is whether it is primarily driven by cash-flow shocks such as unemployment or by overall debt obligations, sometimes known as “strategic default.” For consumption, the underlying question is whether underwater borrowers have a high marginal propensity to consume (MPC) out of changes in housing wealth.\(^4\) A broad literature evaluates the effects of changes in debt obligations that simultaneously reduce both short-term and long-term payments and consistently shows that debt obligations matter.\(^5\) Reducing payments leads to decreased defaults and increased consumption. However, to fully understand the effect of debt on borrower decisions and to inform the debate about principal versus payment reductions, it is essential to distinguish the effect of long-term obligations alone.

We fill this void by exploiting a distinctive policy that allows us to isolate the effect of long-term obligations. Our data show that mortgage principal reductions which do not affect short-term payments but substantially reduce long-term obligations have no significant impact on default or consumption for underwater borrowers. Our estimates are sufficiently precise to rule out economically meaningful effects. We build a partial-equilibrium life-cycle model that shows that borrowers' short-term constraints govern their response to long-term debt obligations. This can explain why principal reduction is ineffective for underwater borrowers. When defaulting imposes short-term costs, default is driven by immediate cash-flow shocks rather than by future debt burdens. When principal reductions do not push borrowers sufficiently above water so as to relax collateral constraints, consumption is unaffected. We show that collateral constraints drive a wedge between an underwater borrower’s marginal propensity to consume out of cash and their marginal propensity to consume out of housing wealth. Thus, policies to increase housing wealth are unable to stimulate demand when borrowers are so far underwater that home equity gains fail to relax binding constraints.

\(^2\)Geithner (2014)

\(^3\)See Goldfarb (2012) for a review of the academic support for principal reductions. See also Feldstein (2009), Geanakoplos and Koniak (2009), Romer (2011), and Mian and Sufi (2014b).

\(^4\)An “underwater” borrower owes more on their home than its current market value. This is also referred to as having negative equity.

\(^5\)See Agarwal et al. (2016a); Agarwal et al. (2015); Di Maggio et al. (2016); Ehrlich and Perry (2015); Fuster and Willen (2015); Keys et al. (2014); and Narasiman (2016)
collateral constraints, which was precisely the situation when such policies were implemented.

We study the effect of long-term debt obligations by comparing underwater borrowers who received two types of modifications in the federal government’s Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP). Both modification types resulted in identical payment reductions for the first five years. However, one group also received $70,000 in mortgage principal reduction, which translated into increased home equity and substantial long-term payment relief. By comparing borrowers in each of these modification types, we isolate the effects of long-run debt levels holding fixed short-run payments. Throughout the paper we use “principal reduction” to refer to a policy that reduces mortgage principal without affecting short-term payments. An important feature of the policy we study is that borrowers remained underwater even after substantial debt forgiveness.

Our empirical strategy exploits quasi-experimental variation in borrower assignment to the two modification types. Mortgage servicers evaluated underwater applicants for both modification types by calculating the expected gain to investors under either option using a standard government-supplied formula. There is a sharp 41 percentage point jump in the probability that a borrower receives principal reduction when the calculation shows that principal reduction is marginally more beneficial to investors. Our first research design is a regression discontinuity estimator comparing borrowers on either side of this cutoff. Borrower assignment was also influenced by servicer and investor type. Because of legal and regulatory barriers, borrowers whose loans were held in servicers’ own portfolios were more likely to receive principal reduction than those held in securitized pools or guaranteed by the GSEs. This motivates our second research design: a panel difference-in-differences estimator.

We build two new datasets with information on borrower outcomes and HAMP participation. Our first dataset matches administrative data on HAMP participants to monthly consumer credit bureau records. We exploit detailed account-level information to construct a novel measure of consumer spending based on monthly credit card expenditures. We also follow Keys et al. (2014) and Di Maggio et al. (2016) by using new auto loan originations as a proxy for durable consumption. The dataset covers a broad sample population. Furthermore, it crucially includes the calculation of expected investor gain from each modification type, which allows us to implement our regression discontinuity strategy exploiting cutoffs in this calculation. Our second dataset uses de-identified data assembled by the JPMorgan Chase Institute (JPMCI). It includes mortgage, credit card, and checking account information for borrowers who received a HAMP modification from Chase. The JPMCI dataset has a smaller sample size and does not include the investor gain calculation. However, it includes richer outcome measures such as income as derived from checking account transactions.

Using a regression discontinuity empirical design, we find that principal reduction has no effect on default. The analysis exploits the 41 percentage point jump in the probability borrowers receive principal reduction when it is marginally more beneficial for investors. To the right of the cutoff, borrowers receive a marginal $34,000 of principal forgiveness, which translates to an 11 percentage point reduction in their loan-to-value (LTV) ratio with no change in their short-term monthly
payment. Borrower characteristics trend smoothly through this cutoff, validating the use of a regression discontinuity strategy. Our point estimate is that principal reduction changes default probabilities in the first three years by less than one tenth of a percentage point, and we can rule out a default reduction of more than 5 percentage points. We calculate that even at the upper bound of our confidence interval, the government spent $800,000 per avoided foreclosure. The program cost is over an order of magnitude greater than estimates of the social cost of foreclosures (Hembre 2014).

Our finding that default is unresponsive to principal reduction is surprising because prior research and policy projections based on historical data had suggested large benefits from principal reduction. For example, Haughwout et al. (2016) use data on modifications performed prior to HAMP and find using cross-sectional variation than an equivalent 11 point reduction in LTV is associated with an 18.0 percentage point reduction in default rates. Additionally, the U.S. Treasury built a redefault model based on the cross-sectional relationships in historical data in order to calculate the benefits to investors of providing modifications. This model predicts a 6.6 percentage point reduction in default rates from principal reduction at the cutoff, an effect size we can rule out. The cross-sectional evidence may have been misleading because borrowers with less equity purchased homes near the height of the credit boom and might have been less creditworthy on other dimensions (Palmer 2015). In addition, prior area-level evidence suggested larger price reductions are associated with increased default rates, though several authors have emphasized the difficulty of inferring a causal link between the degree of negative equity and default rates due to the possibility of correlated omitted economic shocks (Adelino et al. 2016, Scharlemann and Shore 2016).

While we find no causal impact of long-term debt obligations on default decisions, we provide suggestive evidence that default is responsive to short-term cash-flow shocks. We analyze the monthly path of income and mortgage payments around defaults in the JPMCI bank account data. We find that missed mortgage payments coincide with a sharp decline in income. This high-frequency evidence is consistent with other recent empirical findings on the relationship between default and liquidity shocks such as income loss (Gerardi et al. 2015, Hsu et al. 2014) and monthly payment changes (Fuster and Willen 2015, Agarwal et al. 2016a, Ehrlich and Perry 2015).

We examine the effect of principal reduction on consumption in the second part of our empirical analysis. Our preferred empirical strategy is a panel difference-in-differences estimator which is more precise than our regression discontinuity strategy. We compare borrowers who received principal reductions to other underwater borrowers who received only payment reductions. We show that these two groups of borrowers are ex-ante similar on a broad range of observable characteristics, and that their credit card and auto spending measures were trending similarly in the months before the cutoff. While we also report results from the regression discontinuity strategy, there are two reasons we prefer our panel differences-in-differences estimator. First, our regression discontinuity strategy is under-powered for studying economically meaningful changes in consumption. Second, we have lagged consumption measures, which allows us to adjust for underlying differences between groups within a wider bandwidth than the regression discontinuity strategy, providing a more precise estimate.
before modification, supporting the identification assumption underlying the strategy. We find that $70,000 in principal reduction has no significant impact on underwater borrowers’ credit card or auto expenditure. The result holds both in our matched HAMP-credit bureau data and in the JPMCI bank dataset. Translating our results into an annual MPC for total consumption, our point estimate is that borrowers increased consumption by 0.2 cents per dollar of debt forgiveness, with an upper bound of 0.8 cents.

Our estimated MPC out of housing wealth for underwater borrowers is an order of magnitude smaller than the marginal propensity to consume for average homeowners examined in prior studies. A set of comparison points for our estimates of the impact of principal reduction on consumption comes from the literature examining the impact of price-driven housing wealth changes. The literature typically finds MPCs for the average borrower to be between 4 and 9 cents per dollar. High-leverage borrowers appear to be even more responsive. Mian et al. (2013) find that that households living in zip codes with average LTV ratios above 90 have MPCs that are twice that of the median household, translating into an MPC of 18 cents. This result has been used by policy advocates arguing in favor of principal reduction for underwater borrowers. However, our evidence suggests that borrowers who are far underwater have much lower MPCs out of housing wealth, rendering principal reductions for these borrowers ineffective.

We argue that the inability of underwater borrowers to monetize the wealth gains from principal reduction can explain why they are far less sensitive to housing wealth changes than borrowers in other economic conditions. Typically, housing wealth gains expand borrowers’ credit access. Mian and Sufi (2014a) present evidence that equity withdrawal through increased borrowing can account for the entire effect of housing wealth on spending between 2002 and 2006. But if homeowners face a collateral constraint, principal reduction that still leaves borrowers underwater or nearly underwater will not immediately relax this constraint, which may explain why principal reduction is ineffective. On the other hand, forward-looking agents who realize their borrowing constraints will be relaxed in the future could theoretically respond by reducing their savings in the present. We calculate that since borrowers remained underwater and collateral constraints had tightened, it would take eight years before the average principal reduction recipient in HAMP would be able to increase borrowing as a result of these principal reductions. A dynamic model of household optimization is useful for understanding whether such a lengthy delay can indeed explain why borrowers did not increase consumption.

To more formally explore the mechanisms driving borrower insensitivity to principal reductions, we build a partial equilibrium life-cycle model of household consumption and default decisions. The model includes uninsurable income risk, a life-cycle savings motive, and a housing asset financed
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7See Campbell and Cocco (2007), Mian et al. (2013), Carroll et al. (2011), Case et al. (2013), Attanasio et al. (2009) and Berger et al. (2016). Several of these papers estimate elasticities rather than MPCs. We translate elasticities into MPCs by multiplying them by the ratio of census retail sales to household housing assets from the Flow of Funds in 2012, which is 0.25. We use retail sales to be comparable to Mian et al. (2013).

8See discussion in Goldfarb (2012).

9Indeed, DeFusco (2016) shows that a significant fraction of the additional borrowing arising from house price gains is due to relaxing collateral constraints.
by a modifiable mortgage. Homeowners are able to borrow against their housing wealth subject to a collateral constraint and have the option to default. To parallel our empirical results which focus on near-term default, we model a one-time default decision. Our model is able to match the empirical estimates of large consumption responses to housing wealth gains for borrowers with positive home equity.

The model clarifies that borrowers’ short-term constraints govern their response to long-term obligations. In our model, for a given LTV ratio, there is an income level below which households will find it optimal to default. When income is below this threshold, the gain from increasing disposable income outweighs the utility cost of defaulting. We show that when default imposes utility costs in the short-term, default decisions are insensitive to future debt levels until borrowers are substantially underwater.\textsuperscript{10} Instead, borrowers default only when they are hit with substantial income shocks affecting their short-term budget constraints, which is consistent with our empirical evidence.

Default behavior in our model of HAMP recipients mirrors the “double trigger” class of models, whereby agents default when they are underwater and face negative income shocks. In our model this is driven by the combination of a utility cost of default, which prevents most borrowers from defaulting, and an income process with a thick left tail (Guvenen et al. 2014), which pushes some borrowers over the default threshold. Although the canonical double-trigger model does not feature agent optimization, our model contributes to a recent literature in which mortgage default and insensitivity to LTV can co-exist in an optimizing framework (Schelkle 2016, Campbell and Cocco 2015).

The main intuition for the consumption results in our model is that the collateral constraint renders principal reduction below the constraint ineffective. We develop a sufficient statistic formulation that decomposes the effect of debt reductions on consumption into a future wealth effect and a future collateral effect. We show that for low-wealth borrowers, debt reductions that cannot be monetized in the near-term do not relax current constraints and have little precautionary value, hence they do not translate into increased consumption. In fact, the consumption function out of home equity is S-shaped, convex below the collateral constraint and concave above it. Borrowers are insensitive to debt reductions until such reductions bring them close to their constraint, explaining the failure of principal reductions in HAMP to stimulate consumption. We show that for principal reduction to effectively increase underwater borrowers’ consumption, collateral constraints would need to be substantially relaxed or households would need to expect rapid home price growth. However, neither of these conditions is likely to hold in the period following a financial crisis, which was when principal reduction was implemented.

The main theoretical result from our model is that the inability to monetize housing wealth

\textsuperscript{10}The assumption that default is accompanied by short-term moral or social stigma is supported by survey evidence in Guiso et al. (2013), who find that about 80 percent of homeowners consider it morally wrong to default when payments are affordable. The result that borrowers without income shocks do not exercise their default option until substantially underwater is consistent with empirical evidence in Bhutta et al. (2011), who show that the median homeowner without an income shock does not default until their LTV is greater than 167.
creates a wedge between an underwater borrower’s marginal propensity to consume out of cash and their marginal propensity to consume out of housing wealth. As in the empirical results of Mian et al. (2013), borrowers near their collateral constraint have a high MPC out of housing wealth gains. However, borrowers far underwater are unresponsive. One policy implication is that high leverage is a bad “tag” for targeting policies that increase housing wealth, even though it is a good “tag” for targeting policies trying to provide cash to borrowers with high MPCs. Our results help explain why policies to lower current mortgage payments were more effective than principal reductions at stemming foreclosures and increasing demand during the Great Recession.

This paper contributes to several additional strands of the literature. Agarwal et al. (2016a) use a variety of research designs to study the overall effect of HAMP modifications which combine both short-term and long-term payment reductions, finding that the program was associated with reduced foreclosures and an increase in durable spending. We complement their findings by separating the effect of long-term from short-term payment reductions. If the effect of long-term payment reductions in HAMP is zero, as suggested by our estimates, it makes sense to infer that short-term payment reductions are responsible for the default and consumption impacts they estimate. The joint lesson from our papers supports the policy recommendation in Eberly and Krishnamurthy (2014) that government resources should be used to support household liquidity rather than reduce future debt burdens. Scharlemann and Shore (2016) analyze principal reduction in HAMP using a regression kink design and find an equivalent amount of forgiveness reduces delinquency by 1.9 percentage points, a result that is within our confidence interval. Relative to Scharlemann and Shore (2016), our contributions are the introduction of a regression discontinuity design which requires weaker parametric assumptions, an examination of the impact of principal reduction on consumption, and the development of a model which clarifies the mechanisms causing principal reductions to be ineffective.11

Our model also contributes to a new literature finding little direct linkage between debt levels and consumption when debt is modeled as a long-term contract (Kaplan et al. 2016a, Justiniano et al. 2015). This contrasts with debt overhang models in which forced deleveraging of short-term debt leads to depressed consumption during a credit crunch (Egbertsson and Krugman 2012, Guerrieri and Lorenzoni 2016). In our model, as in practice, nothing forces borrowers to immediately delever when they are far underwater, removing a mechanical link between debt levels and consumption present in some of the prior literature and reducing the expected effectiveness of debt reduction policies. Our theoretical results also relate to work by Berger et al. (2016), who develop a sufficient statistic formula showing that the consumption response to housing wealth gains depends on current house values and the marginal propensity to consume out of temporary income. Our formula adds that the response will depend crucially on a borrower’s initial home equity position.

11While Scharlemann and Shore (2016) is the only other paper we know of to isolate the effect of future housing payments, Dobbie and Song (2016) analyze future payment reductions for credit card borrowers. They find that reducing payments four years in the future by 8% of the total debt owed leads to a reduction in default of 1.6 percentage points. When scaled to an equivalent treatment size, this is larger than our point estimate but within our confidence interval. Dobbie and Song (2016) point out that the cost of defaulting on mortgage debt may be larger than the cost of defaulting on unsecured credit card debt which can be discharged in bankruptcy.
Finally, our theoretical results demonstrate a setting where policy interventions that alter the economic environment far in the future will have a limited impact in the present. This idea has been recently studied by Mckay et al. (2016), who show that households facing income risk and building buffer stocks will be unresponsive to interest-rate changes far in the future because responding requires depleting valuable savings in the present.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the HAMP program and discusses assignment to the two modification types. Section 3 provides details on the data sources. Section 4 discusses the regression discontinuity empirical strategy and presents the results on default. Section 5 describes the difference-in-differences empirical strategy and presents the results on consumption. Section 6 builds the model and uses it to interpret our results and draw broader lessons. The last section concludes.

2 Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP)

Two features of the government’s HAMP program make it a useful setting for studying the impact of principal reduction. First, borrowers were assigned into two distinct modification types, with both types receiving identical short-term payment reductions but one type receiving additional principal reduction. Second, borrowers were assigned according to rules that generate quasi-experimental variation, which we exploit in our empirical strategies. We discuss each of these features in turn.

2.1 Two Modification Types in HAMP

The government instituted the HAMP program in 2009 as a response to the foreclosure crisis. It provides government incentives to help facilitate mortgage modifications for borrowers struggling to make their payments. In total, 1.6 million borrowers have received modifications since the program began.

The government designed HAMP’s eligibility criteria to target the borrowers it perceived as most likely to benefit from modifications. Borrowers must have current payments greater than 31% of their income, be delinquent or in imminent default at the time of their application, attest that they are facing a financial hardship that makes it difficult to continue making mortgage payments, and report that they do not have enough liquid assets to maintain their current debt payments and living expenses.\footnote{In addition, most modifications require that the mortgages be non-jumbo first liens and that the property be single-family and owner-occupied. The liquid asset test requires that liquid borrower assets are less than three times their total monthly debt payments.}

The primary goal of HAMP modifications is to provide borrowers with more affordable mortgages. All borrowers who receive modifications have their payment reduced to 31% of their income for at least five years. This results in substantial modifications. The mean payment reduction is $680 per month, or 38% of the borrower’s prior monthly payment.

Our research design relies on contrasting borrowers assigned to two distinct modification types.
Both modification types result in the same new 31% monthly payment for the first five years, but each type achieves this payment reduction in a different way.

The first modification type provides what we call a “payment reduction” modification. The top panel of Figure 1 shows the average annual payments for borrowers in this modification type relative to their payments under the status quo. The short-term payment reduction is achieved by twisting the payment schedule. Up to three steps are followed to achieve the 31% target. First, the interest rate is reduced down to a floor of 2% for a period of five years, after which it gradually increases to the market rate. Second, if the target is not reached after the interest rate reduction, the mortgage term is extended up to 40 years. Third, if the target still is not reached, a portion of the unpaid balance is converted into a non interest-bearing balloon payment due at the end of the mortgage term.

The second modification type is what we call a “payment and principal reduction” modification. The first step in this modification is to forgive a borrower’s unpaid principal balance until the new monthly payment achieves the 31% of income target, or their LTV ratio hits 115%, whichever comes first. If the borrower’s monthly payment is still above 31% of their income after this principal forgiveness, then the interest rate reduction, term extension, and principal forbearance steps described above are followed as needed. To date, 218,000 borrowers have received these modifications.

The government introduced these principal reduction modifications in 2010 in response to growing concern that debt levels, rather than just debt payments, were responsible for high default rates and depressed consumption. For default, the concern was that a large share of defaults were “strategic” in nature, committed by borrowers who had negative equity rather than by borrowers with affordability problems (Zingales 2010, Winkler 2010, Experian and Wyman 2009). For consumption, an emerging body of evidence suggested household leverage as a primary explanation for the decline in aggregate demand during the recession (Mian and Sufi 2010).

The government, concerned by high debt levels, was willing to devote substantial resources towards supporting principal reduction modifications. It compensated investors for a portion of the principal reduced, with a sliding scale rising up to $0.63 per dollar of principal reduced. On average, the government paid an additional $21,000 per modification to support modifications with principal reduction (Scharlemann and Shore 2016).

By comparing borrowers who received these two types of modifications, we can estimate the effect of long-term debt obligations holding short term payments constant. The two types of modifications have identical effects on borrower payments in the short term, but dramatically
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13 Appendix Figure A.1 shows both the pre and post-modification payment schedule.
14 Servicers had some flexibility regarding the order they applied these adjustments in order to comply with their servicing contracts, but generally followed the order above.
15 In practice, servicers could vary this target ratio. About 85% of servicers used 115%, while 15% of servicers used a 100% LTV target (Scharlemann and Shore 2016).
16 An additional motivation for pursuing principal reductions is that there may have been a political constraint on reducing short term payments below the 31% level, which was the standard for an “affordable” mortgage. Principal reduction is a way to deliver additional assistance to borrowers without needing to reduce payments further in the short-term.
different effects on long-term payments and homeowner equity. The top panel of Figure 1 shows that payment reductions are identical for the first five years, after which payments rise more sharply for borrowers with payment reduction modifications. The bottom panel of Figure 1 summarizes the financial impacts of these modifications. Borrowers with principal reduction modifications received an average of $70,000 more principal reduction,\textsuperscript{17} and the reduction in the net-present-value of the payments owed under the new mortgage contract was $35,000 greater.\textsuperscript{18}

Program administrators took steps to ensure that borrowers understood the new mortgage terms. The cover letter for the modification agreement prominently listed the new interest rate, mortgage term, and amount of principal reduction. Additionally, the modification agreement included a summary showing the new monthly payment each year, as shown in Appendix Figure A.2. Borrowers appear eager to take up modifications. Conditional on being offered a modification, 97% of borrowers accepted the offer.

\textbf{2.2 Quasi-Experimental Variation in Borrower Assignment to Principal Reduction}

Borrower assignment was determined in part by a running variable with a distinct cutoff, and in part by servicer and investor type. This assignment generates quasi-experimental variation in which modifications borrowers received, which we will exploit in our empirical strategies.

The first factor affecting borrower assignment is a calculation examining which modification type is expected to be most beneficial for the investor. Using a model developed by the U.S. Treasury Department, servicers calculate the expected net present value (NPV) of cash flows for investors under the status quo and under each of the two modification options. The NPV model takes into consideration government-provided incentives as well as the expected impact that modifications will have on the likelihood that borrowers repay their debt. Agarwal et al. (2016a) use the NPV calculation in one of their empirical strategies for comparing borrowers who received HAMP modifications to those that did not.

Our regression discontinuity empirical strategy exploits a large jump in the share of borrowers receiving modifications with principal reductions when the NPV model shows it will be more beneficial to investors than the alternative. This jump is shown in Figure 2. The purpose of the calculation is to reduce contracting frictions between investors and servicers. Servicers are bound by their fiduciary duty to the investors to maximize repayment, and as a result are more likely to

\textsuperscript{17}Some borrowers in the payment reduction modification type received small amounts of principal reduction. This is because some servicers wanted to provide principal forgiveness outside of the Treasury incentive program, which only paid incentives for forgiveness above 105% LTV and required the forgiveness to vest over three years.

\textsuperscript{18}The net-present-value calculation assumes a discount rate of 4%, equal to the average market mortgage interest rate over the program period, which is the rate used to discount cash flows in the model described in Section 2.2. In practice, a portion of the borrowers defaulted before realizing the future payment reductions. Those who end up in foreclosure, short sale, or chapter 7 bankruptcy may never owe these payments. If lifetime 90-day default rates are 57% as predicted by the Treasury default model described in section 4.2, and half of the 90-day defaulters end up in permanent non-payment as found in Treasury Department (2014c), then the expected reduction in the net-present-value of payments owed would be $26,000 greater for borrowers with principal reduction modifications than for borrowers with payment reduction modifications.
offer the modifications shown to be most beneficial to investors.

The second factor affecting assignment is servicer and investor type. Borrowers are not assigned according to the NPV calculation alone because different investors have different views about principal reduction and servicers are not always confident they have the contractual right to forgive principal or the capacity to manage the process. The contractual frictions are particularly acute with securitized loans. For example, Kruger (2016) shows that 22% of servicing agreements governing securitized pools explicitly forbid servicers from reducing principal balances as part of modifications. As a result, principal reduction in HAMP was less common among borrowers in securitized pools (Scharlemann and Shore 2016). Conversely, principal reduction is more common for loans held on banks’ own balance sheets, where servicer-investor frictions are mitigated (Agarwal et al. 2011). Conditional on investor and servicer, all borrowers are treated alike. Servicers must submit a written policy to the Treasury department detailing when they will offer principal reduction modifications and attesting that they will treat all observably similar borrowers alike (Treasury Department 2014b).

3 Data

To estimate the effect of principal reduction in HAMP, we need a dataset that includes information on borrower characteristics, HAMP participation, and relevant borrower outcomes. We build two separate datasets, each with distinct strengths along the necessary dimensions. Our first dataset matches detailed HAMP participation data to consumer credit bureau records. This dataset covers a broad sample population and allows us to carefully exploit the mechanism assigning borrowers to each modification type, which we exploit in our regression discontinuity analysis. Our second dataset comes from a bank that is also a mortgage servicer. This dataset has a smaller sample size and less information about borrower assignment, but it includes richer outcome measures such as income as measured from checking account transactions.

3.1 Matched HAMP Credit Bureau File

The U.S. Treasury releases a public data file on the universe of HAMP applicants. This loan-level dataset includes information on borrower characteristics and mortgage terms before and after modification. Crucially, it also includes the NPV calculations run by servicers when evaluating borrowers for each modification type.

In order to observe a wide range of borrower outcomes, we use consumer credit bureau records from Transunion. HAMP program rules require servicers to report borrower participation to credit bureaus. We use the universe of records for borrowers flagged as having received HAMP. We have monthly account-level information between January 2010 and December 2014 for each borrower.

We develop proxies for both durable and nondurable consumption based on the credit bureau records. For durable consumption, we follow Keys et al. (2014) and Di Maggio et al. (2016) by using changes in auto loan balances as a measure of car purchases. Di Maggio et al. (2016) document that leveraged car purchases account for 80 percent of total car sales. While prior work relied on
observing jumps in total auto loan balances to infer new loans, our product account-level data allows us to observe new loans directly. The detailed nature of our credit bureau data also allow us to construct a new measure of consumption based on credit card expenditures. In particular, we calculate monthly expenditures using end of month balances and payments made in a given month.\textsuperscript{19} We are able to construct this measure for 83\% of all credit and charge card accounts.\textsuperscript{20} We find average credit card spending of $425 per month in our sample, which is 80\% of the average credit card spending per adult in 2012 (Federal Reserve 2014), commensurate with the 83\% of cards for which we observe expenditures.

We match borrowers in the HAMP dataset to their credit bureau records using loan and borrower attributes present in both files. The attributes we use are MSA, modification month, origination year, loan balance, and monthly payment before and after modification. We are able to match half of the records in our sample window, resulting in a panel dataset of about 112,000 underwater borrowers.

Our match rate is less than 100\% due to rounding and changing reporting requirements. The main data limitation is that pre-modification principal balance and monthly payment fields are rounded in the Treasury HAMP file, which introduces a discrepancy between the same loans in both files. Another limitation is that the Treasury file required new reporting processes for participating servicers, and the reporting requirements changed several times as the program developed. As a result, Treasury explains that there are occasional inaccuracies in the underlying data (Treasury Department (2014a)).

The imperfect match rate does not bias our sample along any observed borrower characteristics, and we can replicate our main empirical results in alternative datasets that do not rely on matching. Table 1 reports summary statistics for our sample before and after the credit bureau match. This table shows that borrower characteristics are similar in the matched sample. The final column shows that the difference in means for any characteristic is less than one-fifth of a standard deviation. For our regression discontinuity design to identify the causal impact of principal reduction on default in the presence of incomplete matching, we need the match rate to be smooth at the cutoff. We show that this is the case in Appendix Figure A.3. In section 5.2 we show that our consumption result is unchanged (though slightly less precise) when we estimate it using the bank dataset described in the following section.

\section{3.2 Bank dataset}

Our second dataset uses de-identified data assembled by JPMCI, and complements our first dataset in three ways. First, it includes information on modifications and borrower outcomes from the same source, reducing any measurement error from imperfect matching. Second, it includes

\begin{itemize}
  \item Let $b_t$ denote the balance at the end of month $t$, and $p_t$ be the payment made in month $t$. We calculate expenditure in month $t$ as $e_t = b_t - b_{t-1} + p_t$. Because interest rates and fees are not reported, we do not distinguish between new purchases, interest charges, and fees in this dataset. In the bank dataset described in Section 3.2 we can isolate purchases and confirm that our results are unchanged.
  \item The balance of accounts are for cards with servicers who do not report monthly payment data to the credit bureaus.
\end{itemize}
alternative consumption data. Third, it includes other borrower outcomes such as income, mortgage payments, and monthly credit scores.

The JPMCI dataset includes account-level monthly information on mortgages, credit cards, and checking accounts. The dataset is described in more detail in Ganong and Noel (2016). We focus on two subsamples of HAMP borrowers in the JPMCI dataset. The first includes HAMP borrowers with both a mortgage and a checking account with Chase. The combined dataset is available from October 2012 through August 2016. We build a measure of checking account income as all inflows into a customer checking account in a given month. This combines labor and capital income, government support, electronic transfers, and paper check deposits. We use this sample to examine the path of income for borrowers who default after receiving a modification. We observe 7,224 borrowers in this dataset within one year of redefaulting.

The second sample includes HAMP borrowers with both a mortgage and a credit card with Chase. This combined dataset is available from April 2009 through August 2016. We observe credit card spending and credit scores of 22,924 borrowers one year before and after modification.

4 Default

In this section we analyze the effect of principal reduction on borrower default. Using a regression discontinuity empirical strategy we find that substantial principal reductions have no effect. We can rule out prior cross-sectional estimates that were used to justify the program. Although we find that default is unresponsive to long-term debt obligations, we provide evidence that it is responsive to short-term cash-flow shocks.

4.1 Representativeness of HAMP Participants Relative to Typical Delinquent Underwater Borrowers

Our empirical analysis, described in the next section, focuses on borrowers near the assignment cutoff for receiving principal reduction. To assess the representativeness of our analysis sample, we compare borrowers near the cutoff in the matched HAMP credit bureau file to a sample of delinquent borrowers in the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) between 2009 and 2011. Summary statistics for borrowers in both samples are shown in Table 2. Borrowers in our sample are broadly representative of delinquent underwater borrowers during the recent crisis.

The median borrower in our sample has a higher LTV than delinquent borrowers in the PSID (119 compared to 94), but the 90th percentile LTV is similar (163 compared to 166). Since all the borrowers who are evaluated for principal reduction must be underwater, we would expect them to be concentrated in the underwater portion of the delinquent borrower distribution. The fact that borrowers in our 90th percentile are “only” at an LTV of 163, and that the median borrower is substantially less underwater, will be important for interpreting our empirical results. Prior evidence from Bhutta et al. (2011) suggests borrowers most sensitive to debt levels are even further underwater, which will be consistent with our findings.
The PSID comparison is also helpful because it allows us to examine the liquid assets of borrowers. Delinquent borrowers in the PSID have very low levels of liquid assets. To be eligible for HAMP, borrowers had to attest that their liquid assets were less than three times their total monthly debt payments. However, the PSID data shows that this screen had little force. Even the delinquent borrower at the 90th percentile of the liquid asset distribution would have passed the HAMP screen.

Our sample also covers the period with the most severe delinquency rates in the recent crisis. Appendix Figure A.4 plots the delinquency rate for all U.S. borrowers over time. Our sample of borrowers have their first delinquencies in the fourth quarter of 2009, just before the peak of the delinquency crisis, which did not begin abating until 2013.

4.2 Regression Discontinuity Empirical Strategy

Our strategy to identify the effect of principal reduction on default exploits cutoffs in the expected benefit to investors using a regression discontinuity research design. Let the receipt of principal reduction treatment be denoted by the dummy variable \( T \in \{0, 1\} \), where 0 represents receiving a payment reduction modification, and \( X \) capture the characteristics of the borrower. The Treasury NPV model calculated the expected net present value to investors \( ENPV(T, X) \) under either scenario. Our running variable \( V \) is the normalized predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction to borrowers, i.e.

\[
V(X) = \frac{ENPV(1, X) - ENPV(0, X)}{ENPV(0, X)}. \tag{1}
\]

A realization \( v \) reflects the expected percent gain to the investor from principal reduction relative to a standard modification. The cutoff that affects assignment to treatment or control is at \( v = 0 \). We normalize the predicted gain to avoid a high concentration of low-balance mortgages near the cutoff, though our key finding that principal reduction does not affect default is insensitive to this normalization.

The treatment effect of receiving principal reduction is determined by the jump in default divided by the jump in the share receiving principal reduction at the cutoff. Let \( Y \) be the outcome variable of interest (such as default). The fuzzy regression discontinuity (RD) estimand is given by

\[
\tau = \left. \frac{\lim_{v \uparrow 0} E[Y|V = v] - \lim_{v \downarrow 0} E[Y|V = v]}{\lim_{v \uparrow 0} E[T|V = v] - \lim_{v \downarrow 0} E[T|V = v]} \right). \tag{2}
\]

The parameter \( \tau \) identifies the local average treatment effect of providing principal reduction to borrowers near the cutoff. These are borrowers for whom the increased government incentive payments and the reduction in default expected by the Treasury NPV model generate gains to investors that offset investors’ cash-flow loss from forgiving principal. We discuss Treasury’s estimate of the expected default reduction further in section 4.5.

We follow the standard advice for Regression Discontinuity Designs from Athey and Imbens
(2016) to estimate \( \hat{\tau} \), which is numerically equivalent to an instrumental variables (IV) estimator. We pre-process the data, restricting the analysis sample to the set of borrowers where \(|v| < 2\). We use a local linear regression to estimate the limits in equation 2. Our preferred specification uses the recommended bandwidth selection procedure from Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012), which yields \( v = 0.5 \). Following Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012), we use the triangle kernel in our primary specification and a uniform kernel as a robustness check. Our results are robust to using the procedures recommended by Calonico et al. (2014). Our analysis dataset is the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset, which includes the predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction \( v \).

### 4.3 Internal Validity of Design

The validity of a fuzzy regression discontinuity research design rests on two assumptions. First, there is a discontinuous jump in treatment probability at the cutoff. Second, all other variables that could affect outcomes are continuous at the cutoff.

The top panel of Figure 2 validates the first assumption. It shows that there is a discontinuous jump of 41 percentage points in the share of borrowers receiving principal reduction at the cutoff. The bottom panel of Figure 2 depicts the treatment in terms of dollars of principal reduction. It shows that the treatment size at the cutoff is $34,000. This is half as large as the cross-sectional difference in principal reduction between all borrowers considered for both programs.\(^{21}\) Appendix Figure A.5 shows that the treatment reduces borrower LTV by 11 percentage points, and amounts to a $20,000 reduction in the NPV of borrower payments owed over the full mortgage term. The bottom panel of Appendix Figure A.5 shows that there is no jump in monthly payment reduction at the cutoff, highlighting that the “treatment” we are analyzing is a reduction in mortgage principal that leaves short-term payments unchanged.

Figure 3 provides evidence supporting the second assumption. The first five panels show the distribution of pre-modification borrower credit score, monthly income, months past due, monthly mortgage payments to monthly income (debt-to-income, or DTI) ratio, and LTV ratio around the cutoff. In all cases these borrower characteristics trend smoothly. The RD estimates of the discontinuous change in these variables at the cutoff, corresponding to the numerator of equation 2, are reported on the figures. For three variables (credit score, monthly income, and DTI) the sign points to slightly worse-off borrowers to the right of the cutoff, while for two variables (LTV and months past due) the sign points to better-off borrowers to the right of the cutoff. The lack of any systematic correlation supports the validity of the design. The only covariate with a marginally statistically significant jump is months past due at application date, and even here the jump is not economically significant.\(^{22}\) Lee and Lemieux (2010) note that when there are many covariates,

\(^{21}\)This research design focuses on borrowers where the NPV model says that an investor should be nearly indifferent to whether principal reduction is pursued. Indifference is more likely when the quantity of principal reduction prescribed by the program rules is moderate and so treatment at the cutoff is smaller than the average treatment.

\(^{22}\)Pre-modification months past due is hardly predictive of post-modification default. Using the cross-sectional relationship between the two, we find that a jump of 0.5 months in pre-modification months past due is associated with a 0.2 percentage point lower probability of re-default.
some discontinuities will be significant by random chance. They recommend combining the multiple
tests into a single test statistic. We implement a version of this by using all five pre-modification
covariates to predict default, and we test whether there is a jump in this pooled predicted default
measure at the cutoff. The result is shown in the last panel of Figure 3. There is no significant
change in predicted default at the cutoff.

Another relevant issue in regression discontinuity settings is the possibility that the running
variable could be manipulated (McCrary 2008). The usual test is to plot a histogram of the
running variable to examine whether there is an unusual increase in mass to the right of the cutoff.
We show such a plot in the top panel of Appendix Figure A.6. While the density is smooth on
either side of the cutoff, there is a large bulge exactly at zero.

There are two reasons why we believe the bunching of borrowers at zero is not a challenge for the
validity of our research design. First, program officers in charge of the dataset at the U.S. Treasury
Department told us that this bulge is a data artifact. They believe several servicers ran only one
NPV calculation and reported this single number as the calculation for both payment reduction
and principal reduction modifications, meaning that they reported $ENPV(1, X) = ENPV(0, X)$.
We were advised by U.S. Treasury staff to remove these observations as reflecting measurement
error. Second, the conventional economic environment that would incentivize manipulation is not
relevant here. Servicers have no economic incentive to manipulate the running variable because
they receive the same compensation regardless of which modification is offered.\textsuperscript{23}

We attribute the bunching of borrowers at zero to data mis-reporting and drop observations
exactly at zero. The bottom panel of Appendix Figure A.6 shows the distribution for the resulting
sample, which is our analysis sample. There is no noticeable change in density around the cutoff.
We show in Appendix Figure A.7 that borrower takeup rates were high on both sides of the
discontinuity. Ninety-seven percent of borrowers who are offered a modification take it up, and this
trends smoothly around the cutoff. This provides further evidence against borrower manipulation
to obtain one or the other modification type.

\subsection*{4.4 Effect of Principal Reduction on Default}

We find that principal reduction has no impact on default. The top panel of Figure 4 shows the
reduced form of the fuzzy regression discontinuity specification, plotting the default rate against the
running variable. Default is defined as being 90 days delinquent at any point between modification
date and March 2015, when our dataset ends, which is an average of three years. There is no jump
in default rates at the cutoff. Our point estimate is that $35,000 of principal reduction changes
default probabilities by less than one tenth of a percentage point, and we can rule out a reduction
of more than five percentage points.

\textsuperscript{23} Two additional arguments support our claim that the bulge is not a problem. First, even if servicers did have an
economic incentive to manipulate, that incentive would not vary discontinuously at this cutoff: principal reduction
provision is optional regardless of the outcome of the calculation. Second, were servicers manipulating the running
variable to zero in an attempt to rationalize principal reduction, they failed: the share of borrowers receiving principal
reduction in this zero group is actually half what it is for borrowers with actual positive values of the running variable.
Our results imply a large government cost per avoided foreclosure. While our data does not follow individual borrowers to foreclosure, the government has published reports showing that 25% of HAMP borrowers who go 90 days delinquent end up in foreclosure (Treasury Department 2014c). Thus, even taking the upper bound of our confidence interval that default was reduced by 5 percentage points, this translates into a 1.25 percentage point reduction in foreclosure. The government spent about $10,000 per modification to support the additional principal reduction of the size we analyze in our treatment group. This translates into a cost of at least $800,000 per avoided foreclosure, more than an order of magnitude larger than common estimates of the social costs of foreclosure (Hembre 2014).

The bottom panel of Figure 4 tests the sensitivity of our results to the bandwidth chosen for the local linear regression. Our central estimates are constructed using the optimal bandwidth from the Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012) procedure, which is $|v| < 0.5$. The optimal bandwidth recommended by the Calonico et al. (2014) procedure is 0.4. The point estimate is stable out to a bandwidth of 0.7 and then begins to rise. The rise at wider bandwidths is not surprising given the shape of the estimated conditional expectation function for default, which is particularly sloped near the cutoff. Wider bandwidths will lead to specification error when this function is particularly steep near the cutoff. We show in Appendix Figure A.8 that a quadratic specification which can more easily mimic this slope is stable for a wider bandwidth, showing a point estimate around zero up to a bandwidth of 1.3 before rising.\footnote{The optimal bandwidths for quadratic specifications using the Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012) and Calonico et al. (2014) procedures are 0.8 and 1.0, respectively.}

4.5 Comparison to Prior Empirical Evidence

Our results are inconsistent with prior evidence based on cross-sectional relationships. For example, Haughwout et al. (2016) use data on modifications performed prior to HAMP and find using cross-sectional variation that borrowers who received principal reductions equivalent to ours saw an 18 percentage point reduction in default. Furthermore, there is a strong cross-sectional relationship between the amount of negative equity and default rates across all borrowers (Gerardi et al. 2015).

The U.S. Treasury Department generated its own estimate of the impact of principal reduction on default as part of its model to predict the benefits of modifications to investors. The Treasury redefault model is based on a logistic regression framework, with coefficients estimated to fit default rates using historical data (Holden et al. 2012).

The Treasury model predicted a substantial reduction in default from principal reduction, which is inconsistent with our findings. We implemented the Treasury redefault model in the public Treasury data and calculated the predicted impact of principal reduction at the cutoff. The Treasury model expected a sharp reduction in default of 6.6 percentage points at the cutoff. The black horizontal line in the bottom panel of Figure 4 compares this predicted impact to the results from our various specifications. One nuance of comparing our results to the Treasury model is that the
model is designed to predict lifetime default rates whereas we only observe borrowers an average of three years after modification. If we assume the impact of debt forgiveness should be proportional over time rather than apparent within the first few years, then the appropriate comparison is an odds ratio. Treasury’s predicted odds ratio is 1.11, which is above the 80th percentile of our confidence interval and well above our point estimate of 1.0.

Why is our causal estimate so much smaller than what is predicted by the cross-sectional relationship between borrower equity and default and models calibrated to this relationship? One possibility is that the cross-sectional evidence was misleading because borrowers with less equity were also borrowers who purchased homes near the height of the credit boom and who therefore might have been less credit-worthy on other dimensions. Palmer (2015) shows that changes in borrower and loan characteristics can explain 40% of the difference in default rates between the 2003-2004 and the 2006-2007 cohorts.25

In contrast to cross-sectional estimates, Scharlemann and Shore (2016) analyze principal reduction in HAMP using a regression kink design, and find that principal reduction of the size we estimate (reducing the LTV by 11 points) reduces default by 1.9 percentage points, a result that is within our confidence interval. Our empirical results reinforce the conclusions of Scharlemann and Shore (2016) using an alternative estimation strategy that requires weaker parametric assumptions. In Scharlemann and Shore (2016)'s preferred specification, they use a regression kink design and assume that the relationship between the running variable and the outcome variable is globally linear. In contrast, our regression discontinuity identification strategy assumes that unobservable borrower traits are smooth in the local region around the cutoff.

4.6 Sensitivity of Default to Short-Term Cash-Flow Shocks

While we find no causal impact of long-term debt obligations on default decisions, we provide suggestive evidence that default is responsive to cash-flow shocks that tighten short-term budget constraints. For this analysis, we focus on the combined checking and mortgage account dataset from JPMCI which is available for a subset of HAMP borrowers. Figure 5 plots the event study of mortgage payments and checking account income around the date at which borrowers who had received HAMP modifications become 90 days delinquent. Missed mortgage payments coincide with a sharp decline in income, indicating short-term financial stress. The loss in income in the four months before default can account for the entire value of missed mortgage payments. This high-frequency evidence is consistent with the conclusion in Gerardi et al. (2015), who analyze biennial data in the PSID and find that affordability shocks such as unemployment or large income losses are the strongest predictors of mortgage default. Figure 5 also highlights the temporary nature of these shocks.

25Palmer (2015) shows that the remaining variation is attributable to differential exposure to local home price declines. Our empirical and theoretical results are consistent with this finding, in the sense that defaults are higher on average for underwater than above water borrowers, and there is a point at which the degree of negative equity has a causal impact on default rates. The model we present in section 6 shows that default rates jump once borrowers go from positive to negative equity, are flat for moderate levels of underwaterness (consistent with our empirical estimates), and then rise again once borrowers are significantly underwater in a region where defaults occur for strategic reasons even absent negative income shocks.
of the income shocks associated with defaults on average. One year after a 90-day delinquency, average income has recovered to its pre-default mean. This explains why average payments bounce back after the first 90-day delinquency, as some borrowers are able to self-cure.

Our HAMP credit bureau data contain two further pieces of suggestive evidence on the importance of short-term cash flow for default decisions. First, on the intensive margin, the cross-sectional relationship between payment reductions and default rates is strong. The top panel of Appendix Figure A.9 shows that borrowers who receive larger reductions in debt-to-income are substantially less likely to re-default. Second, on the extensive margin, millions of borrowers who are delinquent when they apply to HAMP start making their payments again after receiving payment reductions. The bottom panel of Appendix Figure A.9 shows the event study of default around modification date for borrowers in our sample. Before modification, 70 percent of borrowers are at least 90 days delinquent. However, once borrowers receive lower payments, delinquency rates fall for borrowers receiving both types of modifications, and most continue making their payments throughout the first year.

Other recent empirical evidence also points to the importance of short-term budget constraints. Reductions in borrower mortgage payments are consistently shown to reduce default rates. Fuster and Willen (2015) study payment reductions resulting from adjustable rate mortgage resets, and find that underwater borrowers are highly sensitive to payment reductions. Agarwal et al. (2016a) find that HAMP modifications, which combine both short-term and long-term reductions in mortgage payments, result in substantially lower foreclosure rates. If the effect of long-term payment reductions in HAMP is zero, as suggested by our estimates, it makes sense to infer that short-term payment reductions are responsible for default impact they estimate.

After we develop our model in section 6, we will use it to further analyze the relationship between short-term affordability and long-term debt obligations. We will show that when defaulting imposes utility costs in the short-term, borrower default is driven by cash-flow shocks such as unemployment which tighten borrowers’ short-term budget constraints. In this case, default decisions are insensitive to future debt levels until borrowers are substantially underwater. This can explain our empirical findings, since only a small fraction of our borrowers have initial LTVs above 160, the point at which default becomes sensitive to mortgage principal in our model.

5 Consumption

In this section we explore the effect of principal reductions on consumption. We find that the marginal propensity to consume out of housing wealth for underwater borrowers is an order of magnitude smaller than the marginal propensity to consume for average homeowners examined in prior studies.

5.1 Panel Difference-in-Difference Empirical Strategy

Our use of consumption data motivates a change in research design to a panel difference-in-differences strategy. There are two reasons for this change. First, our regression discontinuity strat-
egy is under-powered for studying changes in consumption. Economically meaningful consumption changes can not be ruled out in the regression discontinuity sample given lack of precision. As we discuss in more detail in section 5.3, even a small change in consumption on the order of 5% would be meaningful relative to average marginal propensities to consume out of housing wealth changes studied in other contexts, whereas the predicted impacts on default from the prior literature were much larger. The second reason is that the panel nature of the spending measures from our credit bureau and banking data allow us to exploit an alternative strategy that offers more precision. Lagged spending measures allow us to adjust for underlying differences between borrowers receiving different modification types within a wider bandwidth than with the regression discontinuity. These factors favor a panel difference-in-differences design, though we show that results from the regression discontinuity strategy are consistent with our main findings.

Our panel difference-in-differences design uses as a control group the set of underwater borrowers who were eligible for principal reductions, but who instead received only payment reduction modifications. This design relies on the fact that borrowers who receive payment reduction modifications experience the same short-term payment reductions as borrowers who receive principal reduction, but receive substantially less generous long-term payment relief. The “treatment” is the effect of long-term debt forgiveness holding short-term payments fixed.

Our identification comes from cross-servicer and cross-investor variation in the propensity to provide principal reductions given observed borrower characteristics. We control for the expected gain to investors of providing principal reduction modifications. Thus, the main difference between our regression discontinuity and difference-in-differences strategies is that the regression discontinuity strategy instruments for treatment with the jump in the probability of receiving principal reduction at the cutoff while the difference-in-differences strategy uses all the variation conditional on the running variable. Intuitively, this research design relies on servicer-investors that were more likely to offer principal reduction not having borrowers whose consumption was trending upward relative to borrowers whose servicer-investors were less likely to offer principal reduction.

The key identifying assumption for the panel difference-in-differences design is that consumption trends would be the same in both groups in the absence of treatment. This assumption is plausible when the two groups exhibit parallel trends before treatment. We show this visually in Figures 6 and 7. The top panel of Figure 6 plots mean credit card expenditure around modification date, and the bottom panel normalizes expenditure to zero at modification date in order to more clearly show the parallel pre-trends. Figure 7 plots mean auto expenditure around modification date. Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 indicates that principal reduction appears to have little effect, a result we explore in a regression framework.

---

26We also have lagged measures of default from the credit bureau data. However, a difference-in-differences design is not valid for default because pre-treatment differences in the levels of default are mechanically removed at modification date, at which point all loans become current. This means that the change in default for the control group is not a valid counterfactual for the change in the treatment group. The event study of default around modification is shown in the bottom panel of Figure A.9
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Formally, our main specification is the following:

\[ y_{i,g,\tau,t} = \gamma_g + \gamma_\tau + \gamma_{m(i),t} + \beta (\text{Principal Reduction}_g \times \text{Post}_\tau) + x'_{i,\tau} \delta + \varepsilon_{i,g,\tau,t}, \]  

where \( i \) denotes borrowers, \( g \in \{ \text{payment reduction, payment \& principal reduction} \} \) the modification group, \( \tau \) the number of months since modification, \( t \) the calendar month, and \( m \) the household’s Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). Our main outcome variables \( y_{i,g,\tau,t} \) are monthly credit card and auto expenditure, which proxy for non-durable and durable spending, respectively. \( \gamma_g \) captures the modification group fixed effect and \( \gamma_\tau \) captures a fixed effect for each month relative to modification. \( \text{Principal Reduction}_g \) is a dummy variable equal to 1 for the group receiving modifications with principal reduction while \( \text{Post}_\tau \) is a dummy variable equal to 1 for \( \tau \geq 0 \). The main coefficient of interest is \( \beta \), which captures the difference-in-differences effect of principal reduction. One potential concern is that different geographies were experiencing different trends in their house price recoveries, which affected borrower outcomes. To address this concern \( \gamma_{m(i),t} \) captures MSA-by-calendar-month fixed effects. \( x_i \) is a vector of individual characteristics designed to capture any residual heterogeneity between treatment and control groups. These characteristics \( x_i \) are interacted with the \( \text{Post}_\tau \) variable to allow for borrower characteristics to explain changes in underlying trends after modification \( (x'_{i,\tau} = (x_i \times \text{Post}_\tau)^\prime) \). This includes the predicted gain to investors from providing principal reduction, the predicted gain interacted with a dummy variable equal to one when the gain is positive, borrower characteristics (credit score, monthly income, non-housing monthly debt payment), pre-modification loan characteristics (LTV, principal balance, DTI, monthly payment), property value, origination LTV, and monthly payment reduction. Standard errors are clustered at the borrower level.

Our main sample for this analysis includes underwater borrowers in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset who are observed one year before and after modification and report positive credit card expenditure in at least one month during this window. Table 3 reports summary statistics for this sample. Both groups of borrowers are broadly similar on a range of pre-modification characteristics, including LTV, DTI, monthly mortgage payment, income, and credit score.

Table 3 also shows the size of the treatment. While the size of short-term payment reductions are nearly identical for borrowers in both groups, borrowers who receive payment and principal reduction modifications receive on average $70,000 more principal reduction, reducing the NPV of the payments owed under their mortgage contract by an additional $35,000.

### 5.2 The Effect of Principal Reduction on Consumption

We find that neither credit card nor auto expenditures are affected by principal reduction. Our main results are reported in Panels A and B of Table 4. In both panels, column (1) reports the most sparse specification, while columns (2)-(6) add in additional fixed effects and controls. Across all specifications, the treatment effect of principal reduction on both monthly credit card and auto expenditure is small and statistically insignificant. Our preferred estimate using equation 3 is in column (6), which includes MSA by calendar month fixed effects and interacts control variables with
a post-modification dummy. In this specification, our point estimate is that principal reduction of 
$70,000 increases borrower monthly credit card expenditure by less than $1 and auto spending by 
less than $5.

We address two potential weaknesses of the credit bureau data by confirming that the result 
also holds in the JPMCI bank dataset. The first potential weakness is that credit card expenditure 
is inferred from other variables reported by servicers, as discussed in Section 3.1. The second is any 
measurement error introduced by our matching procedure. The JPMCI dataset covers only one 
servicer, but does not suffer from either of these two potential limitations. It includes credit card 
data but not auto loan data. Appendix Figure A.10 shows that the same pattern of credit card 
expenditure around modification date holds in the JPMCI data. Our estimated treatment effects 
are displayed in Table 5. Here again we find the treatment effect of debt forgiveness on credit card 
expenditure is small and statistically insignificant.

We also explore the effect of principal reduction on consumption using our regression discontinuity strategy. Our outcome variables are the change in mean credit card and auto spending from 
the twelve months before modification to the twelve months after modification. The reduced form 
plots are shown in Appendix Figure A.11. These plots confirm the weakness of this strategy for 
studying consumption impacts since the strategy suffers from lack of precision. Nevertheless, the 
results are consistent with no significant change in consumption at the discontinuity.

A natural concern with our zero result is that our consumption series might not detect responses 
to important financial changes. However, the paths of credit card and auto spending around 
modification suggest that borrowers do seem to respond to short-term payment reductions. Both 
credit card and auto spending are declining before modification and recover after modification. 
The decline pre-modification is likely a result of financial stress experienced by the borrowers.27 
The slope of expenditure changes sharply around modification, suggesting that the combination of 
lower payment obligations and resolved uncertainty help expenditure to recover. Another important 
factor is that borrower credit scores improve sharply after modification. The path of credit scores 
around modification is shown in Appendix Figure A.12 for borrowers in the JPMCI dataset, where 
credit scores are observed at a monthly frequency. Credit scores recover because borrowers who were 
previously delinquent become current once they make the first payment on the modified mortgage. 
This may also explain why auto spending recovers more dramatically than credit card spending, 
since the auto spending we measure depends on opening a new credit line.

The auto spending recovery from short-term payment reductions is consistent with findings in 
Agarwal et al. (2016a). That paper exploits regional variation in the implementation of HAMP to 
estimate the effects of HAMP modifications which combine both short-term and long-term payment 
reductions. They find that the combined modifications are associated with increased auto spending. 
If the effect of long-term payment reductions in HAMP is zero, as suggested by our estimates, it 
makes sense to infer that short-term payment reductions are responsible for the consumption impact 

---

27 At the time of modification 70 percent of borrowers have missed at least three mortgage payments. Furthermore, 
evidence from Bernstein (2015) indicates that labor income is temporarily depressed before modification.
they estimate.

5.3 Estimated MPC From Principal Reduction Compared to Housing Wealth MPCs

To help interpret the economic significance of our results, we convert our estimate for the impact on credit card and auto consumption into a marginal propensity to consume out of housing wealth. First, we scale up borrower credit card spending to a measure of household non-auto retail spending to be comparable to Mian et al. (2013). We do this by adjusting for credit card spending on cards not reported in the credit bureau data, inflating individual spending to household level, and then multiplying by the ratio of non-auto consumer retail spending to consumer credit card spending in 2012. Second, we combine with our auto spending measure, annualize, and divide by the mean incremental amount of principal reduction in the treatment group.

Using this method, our point estimate is that households increased annual consumption by 0.2 cents per dollar of principal reduction, with the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval corresponding to 0.8 cents. A similar procedure using results from the JPMCI bank dataset yields an upper bound of 1.2 cents. If we normalize by the NPV of reduced mortgage payments owed under the new mortgage contract rather than the dollar value of principal reduction, we get an upper bound of 1.5 cents.

Our estimated MPC out of housing wealth for underwater borrowers is an order of magnitude smaller than the marginal propensity to consume for average homeowners examined in prior studies. A set of comparison points for our estimates of the impact of principal reduction on consumption comes from the literature examining the impact of price-driven housing wealth changes. We present several such estimates in Figure 8. Campbell and Cocco (2007) and Mian et al. (2013) find annual MPCs for homeowners around 9 cents per dollar of housing wealth gain. Carroll et al. (2011) find MPCs between 2 and 9 cents. There is also a wide literature estimating the elasticity of consumption to housing wealth, with findings typically between 0.1 and 0.3 (Case et al. (2013), Attanasio et al. (2009), Berger et al. (2016)). These elasticities translate into MPCs between 3 and 8 cents per dollar.

While average MPCs typically range between 4 and 9 cents per dollar, there is evidence that high leverage borrowers are even more responsive. Mian et al. (2013) find that that households living in zip codes with average LTV ratios above 90 have MPCs that are twice that of the median household, translating into an MPC of 18 cents. This result has been used by policy advocates

---

28Specifically, our adjustment factor is 
\[
\left( \frac{\text{credit cards in Transunion}}{\text{credit cards with spending reported in Transunion}} \right) \cdot \frac{\text{adults per household}}{2012 \text{ non-auto consumer retail spend}} \cdot \frac{2012 \text{ consumer credit card spend}}{2012 \text{ non-auto consumer retail spend}}
\]

The first term uses our data, adults per household and retail spend are from the census, and consumer credit card spending is from Federal Reserve Payment Study (Federal Reserve 2014). This gives an adjustment factor of (1.2) (1.9) (2.5) = 5.9.

29We translate elasticities into MPCs by multiplying them by the ratio of census retail sales to household housing assets from the Flow of Funds in 2012, which is 0.25. We use retail sales to be comparable to Mian et al. (2013).

30Similarly, Disney et al. (2010) analyze panel survey data in the U.K. and find that borrowers who begin the
arguing in favor of principal reduction for underwater borrowers.\footnote{See discussion in Goldfarb (2012)} However, our evidence suggests that the response of borrowers who are far underwater, with LTVs far above 90, have much lower MPCs out of housing wealth, rendering principal reductions for underwater borrowers ineffective.

Why are underwater borrowers receiving principal reduction less sensitive to housing wealth changes than borrowers in other economic conditions? We argue that the key issue is access to liquidity. In the changes examined in prior research, housing wealth gains expanded borrowers’ credit access. Mian and Sufi (2014a) show that equity withdrawal through increased borrowing can account for the entire effect of housing wealth on spending between 2002 and 2006. But if homeowners face a collateral constraint rather than a “natural” borrowing limit allowing them to monetize the present value of their minimum expected lifetime net worth, principal reductions that still leave borrowers underwater or nearly underwater will not immediately relax this constraint.\footnote{See Carroll (1992) and Aiyagari (1994) for discussions of natural borrowing limits.}

Indeed, DeFusco (2016) shows that a significant fraction of the additional borrowing arising from house price gains is due to relaxing collateral constraints. If borrowers cannot monetize the wealth gained by debt forgiveness, it is not surprising that they do not respond by increasing consumption.

The possibility that liquidity can explain the lack of response is also consistent with prior research looking at large price declines. Mian et al. (2013) and Kaplan et al. (2016b) both document a non-linearity in the consumption response to house price declines. The MPC is large for small declines, but gets smaller as declines in home value get larger. Similarly, Gabriel et al. (2016) analyze the impact of California’s foreclosure prevention laws and find that in the midst of already steep price declines, policies that slightly moderate the decline had no stimulative effect on auto spending. Mian et al. (2013) suggest that the non-linearity they document could be caused by smaller responses once borrowers become underwater. Similarly, our evidence suggests that for borrowers who start substantially underwater, gains in housing wealth do not affect their consumption.

5.4 Difficulty of Accessing Housing Wealth During Recovery

Even if borrowing constraints are not relaxed immediately, it is possible that forward-looking agents could respond if they believed debt forgiveness would relax their constraints in the near future. We explore this possibility theoretically in section 6. The intuition is that an agent who is building up a liquid buffer against future shocks will cut their savings when they expect future liquidity to increase. In this case, the key parameter determining the impact of debt forgiveness on consumption is the expected delay between when debt is forgiven and when households can access this wealth.

Three pieces of evidence suggest that borrowers could expect a lengthy delay before being able to access wealth from principal reductions. First, most borrowers in our sample are still underwater even after receiving principal reductions. The mean LTV ratio after modification is 122, and only 10% of borrowers have LTVs below 95. Furthermore, these leverage ratios only account for first period underwater and end the period above water, and are thus near the 100 LTV threshold, have high MPCs of about 13 cents.
liens, while home equity depends on all liens on a property (i.e. the combined loan-to-value ratio, or CLTV).

Second, the time series of mortgage credit origination shows that credit constraints had tightened during the recovery. The top panel of Appendix Figure A.13 shows mortgage originations by borrower credit score from 2000 to 2015. This covers all mortgages, including second mortgages and home equity lines of credit (HELOCs). It shows that originations dipped sharply after 2007, and for low-credit score borrowers, originations have never recovered. Borrowers receiving HAMP principal reductions had mean FICO scores of 579, with 85% below 660, the cutoff for the red line in the figure. This evidence suggests that even with positive equity, the low credit-score borrowers in our sample may have been unlikely to obtain additional housing-related credit. This is further reinforced by the bottom panel of Appendix Figure A.13, which shows the time series of average CLTV ratios for borrowers able to obtain HELOCs in a given year. The average CLTV ratio fell 20 points between 2004 and 2009, indicating a tightening of underwriting constraints. Mian and Sufi (2014a) argue that tightening credit conditions could explain why the house price recovery from 2011 onward did not contribute significantly to economic activity, since in this case the borrowing channel is restricted. Our results support this hypothesis for underwater borrowers. Furthermore, Agarwal et al. (2016b) show that credit expansions during the recovery were more likely to benefit higher-FICO borrowers, precisely those least likely to respond by increasing borrowing.

Third, home price expectations were depressed relative to the boom years. Home price future contracts indicated a market expectation of 1% real annual home price growth between 2011 and 2016 (Department of Housing And Urban Development 2016). We show in section 6.4.3 that for the average borrower receiving principal reduction, facing a collateral constraint of 80 LTV and an expected annual price growth of 1%, it would take eight years before they would be able to increase borrowing as a result of home equity gains. We explore the implications of such a delay theoretically in the following section.

6 Partial Equilibrium Life-cycle Model with Housing

In this section, we build a partial equilibrium life-cycle model of household consumption and default decisions. We use this model to explore the mechanisms driving borrower insensitivity to principal reductions and draw broader lessons about the effects of long-term debt obligations on borrower outcomes. The model clarifies that a borrower’s short-term constraints govern their response to long-term obligations.

Our model contains two key additions relative to the standard life-cycle consumption problem: a home and a default option. First, households own a home and can only borrow against their home equity subject to a collateral constraint. When households are far underwater, they are far from the point where the collateral constraint will cease to bind. This means that while debt reductions or house price increases raise housing wealth, households are unable to monetize this wealth in the near term. Conversely, when house prices fall and LTVs are pushed beyond the initial collateral constraint, consistent with real-world mortgage contracts we do not assume households
are forced to immediately repay excess mortgage debt. This contrasts with the treatment of debt as a one-period bond present in some of the prior theoretical literature where forced deleveraging creates a strong link between debt levels and consumption (e.g., Eggertsson and Krugman 2012, Guerrieri and Lorenzoni 2016). Second, households have an option to default on their mortgage. To parallel our empirical results which focus on near-term default, we model a one-time default decision. Borrowers receive a mortgage modification, receive an income shock, and then decide whether to stay in their home until retirement, or default and enter the rental market. Defaulting leads to a lower short-term housing payment, but agents suffer an immediate utility cost. This cost captures the moral and social stigma of default as well as moving costs.

The model clarifies that borrowers’ short-term constraints govern their response to long-term obligations. When default imposes utility costs in the short-term, default decisions are insensitive to future debt levels until borrowers are substantially underwater. Instead, borrowers default only when they are hit with substantial income shocks affecting their short-term budget constraints, consistent with our empirical evidence and with “double trigger” models of default.

The main intuition for our consumption results is that when borrowers face collateral constraints, principal reductions that leave households underwater do not relax current constraints and have little precautionary value, hence they do not translate into increased consumption. We develop a sufficient statistic formulation that decomposes the effect of debt reductions on consumption into a future wealth effect and a future collateral effect. When borrowers face lengthy delays before payments fall or borrowing limits rise, both of these effects are small. Hence the consumption function out of home equity is S-shaped, convex below the collateral constraint and concave above it. Borrowers are insensitive to debt reductions until such reductions bring them close to their constraint, explaining the failure of principal reductions in HAMP to stimulate consumption. The collateral constraint renders principal reduction below the constraint ineffective.

More generally, we show that collateral constraints drive a wedge between an underwater borrower’s marginal propensity to consume out of cash and their marginal propensity to consume out of housing wealth. Borrowers near their collateral constraint have a high MPC out of housing wealth gains. However, borrowers far underwater are unresponsive. One policy implication is that high leverage is a bad “tag” for targeting policies that increase housing wealth, even though it is a good “tag” for targeting policies trying to provide cash to borrowers with high MPCs. Thus, policies to increase housing wealth are unable to stimulate demand when borrowers are so far underwater that home equity gains fail to relax binding collateral constraints, which was precisely the situation when such policies were implemented.

6.1 Setup

We consider a partial equilibrium life-cycle model of household consumption and default decisions. Households live for a maximum of $T$ periods. The first $T_y - 1$ periods correspond to working age, the subsequent periods to retirement.

Households maximize expected utility, have time-separable preferences, and discount utility at
rate $\beta$. Per-period utility is

$$U(c_t, d_t) = \frac{c_t^{1-\gamma}}{1-\gamma} - d_t \mathbf{1}(t = 0) \psi$$

where $c_t$ is non-housing consumption, $d_t$ is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the household defaults, and $\psi$ is a utility cost of defaulting. This additive default cost follows the structure in Campbell and Cocco (2015), Hembre (2014), Kaplan et al. (2016a), and Schelkle (2016). It reflects the moral and social stigma associated with defaulting on debt obligations as well as moving costs. We discuss the timing of default at the end of this section.

Agents consume a fixed quantity of housing. We assume housing and non-housing consumption are separable and, since quantity is fixed, follow Campbell and Cocco (2015) who show that under these conditions it is unnecessary to include housing explicitly in household preferences. In the first period, agents are endowed with a home with market price $P_{i1}$ and a 30-year fixed rate mortgage with balance $M_{i1}$ and interest rate $r$. We assume home prices evolve deterministically according to $\Delta \log P = g$, where $g$ is a constant, though we solve the model under various home price growth expectations. As long as households stay in this home, their housing costs include their mortgage payments (given by the standard annuity formula), property taxes $\tau_p$ that are proportional to the current market value of their home, and maintenance costs $\tau_m$ that are proportional to the initial value of their home. Renters pay the user cost of housing for the equivalent home. Thus, housing payments are given by

$$h_{itj} = \begin{cases} 
M_{i1} \frac{r(1+r)^{30}}{(1+r)^{30}-1} + \tau_p P_{it} + \tau_m P_{i1}, & j = owner \\
(r - g + \tau_p) P_{it} + \tau_m P_{i1}, & j = renter 
\end{cases}$$

If they have not defaulted, households sell their home at retirement (i.e. at $t = T_y$), enter the rental market, and use the proceeds of the home sale to supplement their income for the remainder of their life.

Households can only borrow out of positive home equity, subject to a collateral constraint. Thus their liquid assets $a_t$ can never fall below their borrowing limit $a_{it}$ given by

$$a_{it} \geq a_{it} = \min \{ -[(1-d_i)(1-\phi)P_{it} - M_{it}], 0 \},$$

where $(1-\phi)$ is the fraction of a house’s value that can be used as collateral. Renters are not

---

33 Campbell and Cocco (2015) show that these preferences are consistent with preferences over housing and non-housing consumption given by $\frac{c_t^{1-\gamma}}{1-\gamma} + \lambda_i H_i^{1-\gamma}$ for $H_i = H_i$ fixed and where the parameter $\lambda_i$ measures the importance of housing relative to non-housing consumption.

34 The assumption that maintenance costs are proportional to initial values ensures that maintaining the same home does not become more expensive simply because market home prices rise.

35 In the main parameterizations of our model house price growth is positive, such that once borrowers attain positive equity they do not risk falling back underwater. With negative home price growth, the borrowing limit is given by

$$a_{it} \geq a_{it} = \min \{ \min \{ -[(1-d_i)(1-\phi)P_{it} - M_{it}], 0 \}, a_{it-1} \}$$

in order to prevent forced deleveraging of liquid assets.
able to borrow.

Households face an exogenous income process. During working age, labor income is given by
\[ z_{it} = \Gamma_t \theta_{it}, \]
where \( \Gamma_t \) reflects deterministic life-cycle growth and \( \theta_{it} \) is an i.i.d transitory shock with \( \mathbb{E}[\theta_{it}] = 1 \). During retirement, income is given by a constant social security transfer which is captured in the \( \Gamma_t \) process. Total income, including income from home sales in the first period of retirement, is
\[
y_{it} = \begin{cases} 
\Gamma_t \theta_{it} & t < T_y \\
\Gamma_t + (1 - d_i) (P_{it} - M_{it}) & t = T_y \\
\Gamma_t & t > T_y 
\end{cases}
\]

Households can invest in a liquid asset earning a rate of return \( r \). End of period assets evolve according to
\[ a_{it} = (1 + r) a_{i,t-1} + y_{it} - c_{it} - h_{it}. \]
We will often discuss our results in terms of cash-on-hand \( m_{it} = (1 + r) a_{i,t-1} + y_{it} \).

We model default as a one-shot decision. Households begin the first period with a given mortgage, home price, and asset level. They then observe their first-period income shock, and decide whether to default or hold the house until retirement. This provides a simple way to analyze the short-term default decisions which we study empirically in section 4.4. In section 6.3 we study how changing the initial conditions by modifying a borrower’s mortgage affects their default decision in the model, and compare this to our empirical results.

We solve the household problem recursively using the method of endogenous gridpoints suggested in Carroll (2006). This generates optimal consumption paths and the initial default decision.

### 6.2 Parameterization

The main parameter values are summarized in Table 6. We assume that each period corresponds to one year. In our baseline case we assume households start life at age 45 and live with probability 1 until retirement at age 65. Survival probability shrinks every year during retirement, and households are dead with certainty by age 91 as assumed by Cagetti (2003). We solve the model for different first-period ages from 35 to 55 to examine the effect of principal reduction at different ages.

We follow Carroll (2012) who assumes income shocks have a lognormal component as well as an additional chance of a large negative shock. The large negative shock, which we call unemployment, captures the idea that the income process has a thick left tail (Guvenen et al. 2014). Formally,

\[ \text{In all of our parameterizations borrowers have positive equity by retirement.} \]
income shock $\theta$ is distributed as follows:

$$
\theta_{it} = \begin{cases} 
    b & \text{with probability } p \\
    \frac{\delta_{it}(1-b_p)}{1-p} & \text{with probability } (1-p)
\end{cases}
$$

where $\log \delta_{it} \sim \mathcal{N}\left(-\frac{\sigma_\delta^2}{2}, \sigma_\delta^2\right)$, $p$ is the probability of unemployment, and $b$ is the unemployment replacement rate. This ensures that $E[\theta_{it}] = 1$. All income risk, including unemployment, is turned off in retirement. We follow Carroll (1992) and set $\sigma_\delta = 0.14$.\textsuperscript{37} We use data from Guvenen et al. (2014) to parameterize $b$ and $p$. They show that the tenth percentile shock between 2008 and 2010 was a reduction in income of 50 percent, so we set $p$ to 0.1 and $b$ to 0.5. This large negative shock is critical to understanding default dynamics, which we explore in more detail in Section 6.3. The life-cycle growth path of permanent income $\Gamma_t$ is from Carroll (1997).

All parameters in our model are real, so we set the interest rate $r$ to 2%. This matches the average 30-year mortgage rate from the Freddie Mac Conforming Loan Survey for the period 2010-2014 (4.1%) minus the average expected inflation on 30-year Treasury bonds over the same period (2.1%). We assume a collateral constraint $\phi$ of 0.2, such that homeowners can only borrow up to 80% of the value of their home. This matches the caps for cash-out refinancing from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and also evidence from Corelogic (2016) that average CLTVs on new HELOC originations fell 20 points from their peak in 2004 when CLTVs of 100 were possible. In our baseline model we set real annual house price growth $g$ at 0.9%, which is the average from FHFA’s national index between 1991 and 2010, as well as the expected annual price growth from home price futures in 2011, though we test the sensitivity of our results to alternative house price growth rate paths. We follow Himmelberg et al. (2005) and set the property tax rate to 1.5% and the maintenance cost to 2.5%. These parameters generate a first-period user cost of housing of 5.1%, similar to the empirical estimates in Díaz and Luengo-Prado (2008) and Poterba and Sinai (2008), who find 5.3% and 6%, respectively.

We choose baseline preference values of $\beta = 0.96$ for the discount factor and $\gamma = 4$ for the coefficient of relative risk aversion. Our choice of a relatively high value for $\gamma$ is not important for our consumption results, but is necessary in order to generate optimizing double-trigger behavior.\textsuperscript{38}

We estimate our final parameter $\psi$, the utility cost of default, such that the first-period default rate in the model matches the average 10% first-year default rate for moderately underwater borrowers in our data. Since our empirical default results focus on borrowers below 150 LTV, we allow default to rise above 10% for more underwater borrowers. We estimate $\psi$ to equal 5.4 utils.

\textsuperscript{37}Carroll (1992) allows for temporary and permanent income shocks, each with a standard deviation of 0.1. We only have one income shock, whose standard deviation we set to $\sqrt{0.10 + 0.10} = 0.14$.

\textsuperscript{38}Our choice of a high $\gamma$ ensures that agents default when they are hit with a bad income shock, but do not default under regular economic circumstances. The model exhibits this behavior because when $\gamma$ is high, the value function for the agent paying her mortgage is much more concave than the value function for the agent who is defaulting, generating a region where default is sensitive to income. In contrast, when $\gamma$ is low in our model, LTV is the primary determinant of default decisions, which is inconsistent with our empirical findings. We discuss this choice in more detail in Section 6.3.
To translate this into meaningful units, we calculate that this is equivalent to a 10% permanent income loss. This loss is in line with other estimates in the literature that uses structural models with default costs to match observed default rates. Schelkle (2016) builds a model to match the rise in default rates in the U.S. between 2002 and 2010 and estimates a default cost equal to 8% of permanent income. Kaplan et al. (2016a) calibrate a default cost to match the foreclosure rate in the late 1990s and find a cost which is equal to 4% of permanent income for the median household, and approximately 7% for mortgagors. Hembre (2014) studies default behavior for all HAMP modifications and finds that a cost equal to 70% of per-period consumption is necessary to explain observed default rates.

6.3 Default

In this section, we explore the effect of principal reduction on default. We show that when defaulting imposes utility costs in the short-term, most households only default when they face a large negative income shock. This means that default is relatively insensitive to mortgage balance until borrowers are substantially underwater.

6.3.1 The Effect of Principal Reduction on Default

In forward-looking models with a housing asset and labor income risk, default emerges from two motives: (1) an agent is so far underwater that her house is no longer a good investment and (2) default offers a way to access short-term liquidity when cash-on-hand is low. In our model, the core tradeoff underwater borrowers face when making their default decision is whether the short-term gain from reduced housing payments is worth the utility cost of defaulting and the lost resale value of the house at retirement.39 Both the costs and benefits of default vary with current payment levels, current incomes, and total debt obligations. When borrowers have high current payments or low current incomes, the short-term payment relief is particularly valuable because it allows borrowers to avoid making severe cuts to consumption. Similarly, when total debt levels are high, the costs of default are low because the house is less valuable as an asset.

To show the effect of principal reduction and relate it back to our empirical results, we simulate changes in mortgage principal holding payments constant. We assume homeowners receive modifications at age 45. To match the low assets of delinquent borrowers in the PSID, we set initial assets \( a_t = 0.01 \) units of permanent income. We set initial LTV equal to 119, the median pre-modification LTV for borrowers in our regression discontinuity analysis (Table 2). We then vary the LTV, holding mortgage payments for households that have not defaulted fixed for five years, after which payments fall according to the annuity formula in equation 4 applied to the new mortgage balance. To highlight the importance of payment levels, we conduct the exercise both

39Because we assume house prices evolve deterministically, our model does not capture the option value of mortgages. With house price uncertainty, paying a mortgage is equivalent to purchasing a call option, giving the borrower the right to “buy” future home equity gains, if realized, at the price of the unpaid balance on the mortgage. Incorporating house price uncertainty would reduce the gain from defaulting and would lead us to estimate a smaller utility cost of defaulting to match the average 10% default rate.
under our baseline parameters and under an alternative assumption where housing payments are an additional 5% of income.

The top panel of Figure 9 shows that for a given current payment level and LTV ratio, there is a cash-on-hand level below which households will find it optimal to default. The more underwater the household, the smaller the income shock necessary to push them to default. For borrowers with high current payments, the income threshold is both high and sensitive to debt levels. Even some borrowers with incomes equal to their permanent income (for a cash-on-hand value of 1 when assets are zero) will find it optimal to default when payments are this high and they are underwater. However, for borrowers in our baseline scenario, the income cutoff for defaulting is both low and relatively insensitive to debt levels. In particular, below LTVs of about 150, low-asset borrowers will only default if their income is less than three-quarters of its permanent level, a shock of about two standard deviations. This means that default is most likely to occur for borrowers who are hit with “unemployment”, the large negative shock in our income process. Figure 5 shows event study evidence that mortgage default is coincident with a negative income shock.

We find that default rates are insensitive to principal reduction for the typical borrower. The bottom panel of Figure 9 plots the default rate in the first period after modification for borrowers with various amounts of principal reduction. In our baseline case, where borrowers already have low-cost mortgages, additional principal reduction is ineffective below an LTV of about 160. For such moderately underwater borrowers with relatively affordable mortgages, the gain from defaulting is not worth the cost unless they are hit by a severe income shock. However, far underwater borrowers have much higher default rates because they default even in the absence of large income shocks.

Our model shows that payment reductions reduce the effectiveness of principal reduction. If borrowers do not already have low-cost mortgages, as is the case depicted in the orange line of Figure 9, default rates for underwater borrowers are both high and sensitive to mortgage principal. For these borrowers, the gain of defaulting is much greater. This result supports the view that payment reductions in HAMP reduced default, but that conditional on those payment reductions, principal reductions that reduced long-term debt obligations were ineffective.

6.3.2 An Optimizing Double Trigger Model of Default

Borrowers in our baseline case exhibit what we call “optimizing double trigger” behavior. In the “double trigger” class of models, agents default when two conditions are triggered: (1) they are underwater and (2) face negative income shocks. In the most basic of these models, agents are not optimizing. While negative equity is necessary for default, the level of negative equity is irrelevant (see description of these models in Gerardi et al. 2015). Agents do not consider the costs and benefits of defaulting, they simply default when they are forced to by an income shock that leaves them without enough funds to pay their mortgage (Guren and McQuade 2015).

In our model, agents are optimizing. At moderate levels of underwaterness, it is only optimal for unemployed agents to default. Default is insensitive to negative equity in this region because the costs of default are high and the gains for an employed agent are low. However, beyond about
LTV, their optimizing behavior generates a steep causal relationship between LTV and default. These borrowers are defaulting for what is sometimes referred to as “strategic” reasons, i.e. they default even when their payments are affordable.

The optimizing double trigger behavior, with a small effect of LTV on default at low LTV levels followed by a steep slope at high LTV levels, is consistent with recent dynamic models of mortgage default such as Schelkle (2016) and Campbell and Cocco (2015). Campbell and Cocco (2015) study default decisions in a calibrated model where borrowers are liquidity constrained and face labor income, house price, inflation, and interest rate risk. In their model the kink occurs at about 135 LTV. Below this level, the option value of staying in the mortgage outweighs the gains of defaulting for most borrowers. Our empirical evidence suggests that default is insensitive to LTVs even at slightly higher LTV ratios, which is consistent with adding a utility cost of default to this type of model. The result that borrowers without income shocks do not exercise their default option until substantially underwater is consistent with empirical evidence in Bhutta et al. (2011), who show that the median homeowner without an income shock does not default until their LTV is greater than 167.40

In our model, the key force generating our results is that the income cutoff for defaulting is not very sensitive to the size of mortgage debt. This generates a flat, positive-default-rate region followed by a steep slope at high LTV levels. Generating this region, which is consistent with our empirical evidence, relies on three empirically plausible features of our model. First, most underwater borrowers do not default because they would incur a utility cost of default. This is supported by survey evidence in Guiso et al. (2013), who find that about 80 percent of homeowners consider it morally wrong to default when payments are affordable. Second, agents face thick-tailed income shocks (Guvenen et al. 2014).41 Third, households are risk averse and default when hit with a very bad income shock. When we reduce risk aversion to $\gamma = 2$, default rates are either zero or high, with no flat, positive-default-rate region.42

Our empirical evidence favors models like ours over alternatives that generate smooth upward-sloping relationships between LTV and default. Kau et al. (1993) and Stanton and Wallace (1998) build off of the frictionless option model that predicts a single cutoff LTV value above which all borrowers default. Because the cross-sectional relationship between LTV and default is smooth, these authors propose introducing a distribution of additional default costs, which generates a distribution of cutoff values and therefore a smooth relationship between LTV and default. We add a distribution of default costs in our model in Appendix Figure A.1.4, and show that this does generate a smooth relationship between LTV and default. However, our empirical results,

---

40 Similarly, Foote et al. (2008) study homeowners in Massachusetts who were underwater in the early 1990s, and find that fewer than one percent eventually lost their home to foreclosure.

41 If we eliminate this feature of our income process, we estimate both a smaller stigma cost in order to match an average 10% default rate, and we find that default is sensitive to LTVs even at low LTV levels, which is inconsistent with our empirical results.

42 The short-term liquidity motive for default is most valuable when risk aversion is high. When risk aversion is low, default is largely a function of LTV. As the utility function becomes increasingly linear, the function mapping LTV to default becomes increasingly binary, approaching a rule of thumb where no agents default below an LTV cutoff and all agents default above the LTV cutoff. 
which find that default is insensitive to LTVs for moderate amounts of underwaterness, reject this parameterization of our model.

6.3.3 Policy Implications from Default Results

The finding from our empirics and model that short-term cash-flow shocks, rather than overall debt levels, are the key drivers of default until borrowers are far underwater has two implications for policy. First, from the point of view of reducing defaults in the short-term, principal reduction is costly but ineffective. It is less costly (to the government or the lender) to temporarily reduce payments than to permanently reduce debt levels. But once payments are reduced in the short-term, overall debt levels are relatively unimportant for default decisions except for the most underwater borrowers. The government paid investors for every dollar of principal reduction down to 105 LTV. Our findings suggest the majority of these payments were unnecessary.

Second, evidence that borrowers are unlikely to default absent substantial income shocks unless far underwater implies that the moral hazard cost of the default option as a form of social insurance is low (Bhutta et al. 2011). Mortgage default can be thought of as a social insurance program, since the government enforces laws making it costly for lenders to recover unpaid balances. For example, in 10 U.S. states, mortgages are non-recourse, meaning that borrowers can default on their mortgages with no liability for the remaining mortgage balance (Mitman 2016). Furthermore, deficiency judgments against borrowers are rare, even in recourse states where they are legal (Ghent and Kudlyak 2011). Some states force lenders to go through a lengthy judicial process to initiate a foreclosure. A range of other policy interventions during the Great Recession lengthened foreclosure timelines, allowing delinquent borrowers to remain in their homes for months without making payments (Herkenhoff 2015). These laws pass on the cost of default from the borrower to the lender. For traditional social insurance programs the government is concerned about moral hazard. However, evidence that mortgage default is mainly driven by affordability implies the moral hazard cost of the default option is low.

6.4 Consumption

In this section, we explore the effect of principal reduction on consumption. We show that when borrowers face collateral constraints, principal reductions that leave households underwater do not relax current constraints and have little precautionary value, hence do not translate into increased consumption.

6.4.1 Comparison to Boom-Era Housing MPC Distribution

Our model makes reasonable quantitative predictions about consumption out of housing wealth changes, for which prior empirical papers provide an external benchmark. We focus on replicating estimates corresponding to the pre-2009 period and use Mian et al. (2013) as our external benchmark. We use our model to estimate the MPC out of housing wealth gains for age 45 borrowers with different initial LTVs. We endow each agent with cash-on-hand equal to two years of perma-
nent income, which is the median non-housing wealth for all homeowners in the 2007 Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF).\footnote{Mian et al. (2013) show that wealth does not vary with LTV, so we assign this median number to all borrowers.} We then calculate the MPC for these agents at different LTV values, and weight them according to the distribution of LTV in 2007 reported in Carter (2012).\footnote{Carter (2012) reports LTV distributions in 2005 and 2009, so we take the average.}

Table 7 reports the average MPC out of an additional dollar of housing equity for the average borrower as well as for high-leverage (but still above-water) borrowers. We find MPCs of 8 and 15 cents, respectively. These are similar to the average MPC for homeowners of 9 cents reported in Mian et al. (2013), and the 18 cent MPC of homeowners living in counties with average LTV ratios above 90. In our model, high-leverage above-water borrowers have high MPCs because they have low housing wealth and are the most borrowing constrained. Having shown that our model produces quantitatively reasonable predictions for above-water borrowers, we now turn to analyzing its predictions for underwater borrowers.

\subsection*{6.4.2 Sufficient Statistic Expression for Principal Reduction}

To build intuition for the effect of principal reductions on consumption, we consider a simplified version of our model without a default option, in which we can develop a straightforward formula for the effect of debt levels on consumption. In this case a homeowner’s problem can be written as a function of four state variables: cash-on-hand \((m_{it})\), the wealth gain from home sale at retirement \((w_{iT_y} - M_{iT_y})\), and the vectors of housing payments and collateral constraints for the rest of life \((\vec{h}_i, \vec{a}_i)\). We can then decompose the effect of a change in mortgage debt level at date \(t\) in the following way:

\[
\frac{dc_{it}}{dM_{it}}(m_{it}, w_{iT_y}, h_i, a_i) = \left(\frac{\partial c_{it}}{\partial w_{iT_y}} \cdot \frac{\partial w_{iT_y}}{\partial M_{it}} + \sum_{s=t}^{T} \frac{\partial c_{it}}{\partial h_{is}} \cdot \frac{\partial h_{is}}{\partial M_{it}} + \sum_{s=t}^{T} \frac{\partial c_{it}}{\partial a_{is}} \cdot \frac{\partial a_{is}}{\partial M_{it}} \right)
\]

\[
= MPC_{t, w_{iT_y}} \cdot \frac{\partial w_{iT_y}}{\partial M_{it}} + \sum_{s=t}^{T} MPC_{t, h_{is}} \cdot \frac{\partial h_{is}}{\partial M_{it}} + \sum_{s=t}^{T} MPC_{t, a_{is}} \cdot \frac{\partial a_{is}}{\partial M_{it}}
\]

Equation 6 shows that a reduction in debt levels affects today’s consumption through two channels. The first is a future wealth effect. Reducing mortgage debt increases a homeowner’s expected home equity gain when they sell the house and reduces their housing payments every year. These translate into consumption according to the homeowner’s marginal propensity to consume today out of wealth gains in future dates. The second channel is a collateral effect. Reducing debt levels frees up home equity that raises the household’s borrowing limit over time. This change translates into consumption today according to the homeowner’s marginal propensity to consume out of increased collateral in future dates.

This expression clarifies that the key forces determining the consumption response to debt forgiveness are the timeline under which debt reductions translate into higher wealth, lower payments, and increased borrowing capacity, and the borrower’s marginal propensity to consume out of these
future wealth and future collateral gains. Berger et al. (2016) develop a related sufficient statistic formula, which shows that the response to housing wealth gains achieved from increased house prices depends on the marginal propensity to consume out of wealth and current house values. Our model clarifies that the MPC out of wealth gains will depend crucially on a borrower’s initial home equity position. Underwater borrowers receiving a dollar of housing wealth are only able to monetize this gain by borrowing or selling their home once they are above water, which may be far in the future. In this case, the consumption response today will depend on a household’s MPC out of expected wealth or collateral gains far in the future.

Since key drivers of the consumption response to debt forgiveness are the effect of wealth and collateral gains at various future dates on today’s consumption, we study each of these effects in order to gain intuition about the expected impact of debt forgiveness. The top panel of Figure 10 plots consumption as a function of cash-on-hand under various scenarios. The green line shows the baseline scenario, where household wealth only comes from liquid assets. This is the standard concave consumption function delivered by life-cycle models with idiosyncratic income risk. The orange line shows the consumption function when the household is given a wealth grant equal to one year’s worth of income (about the size of the principal forgiveness we study empirically). Consumption is responsive across the cash-on-hand distribution, but especially responsive at low cash-on-hand levels.

Household consumption is unresponsive to wealth grants several years in the future. In blue we plot the consumption function if the same-sized grant is promised one year in the future. In this case, the most constrained borrowers have no response, since the only way they could respond is by cutting savings, but they are already consuming all their assets. However, for households who have moderately low assets but are saving in the current period as a buffer against future income risk, a wealth grant one year in the future has a large effect. This is because such a grant reduces the precautionary benefit of saving in the current period. The purple line shows the response to a wealth grant six years in the future, which is when payments start falling for the borrowers receiving principal forgiveness in our empirical setting. For low cash-on-hand borrowers, this grant has little precautionary value because it is so far in the future, hence consumption is unaffected. This result is related to recent work by Mckay et al. (2016), who show that households facing income risk and building buffer stocks will be less responsive to interest-rate changes farther in the future because responding requires depleting valuable savings in the present. Only high cash-on-hand households respond to wealth grants they can only monetize this far in the future. For the highest-wealth households with cash-on-hand equivalent to three years worth of permanent income, a wealth grant in the future is roughly equivalent to a wealth grant today, since these households act like Permanent Income Hypothesis (PIH) consumers and consume the annuity value of a grant regardless of its timing.

Household consumption is also unresponsive to increased borrowing limits expected several

---

45 In models without an income floor, borrowers will never consume 100% of their assets, since this would expose them to potentially zero consumption in the following period. In our model the worst outcome is an income equal to 50% of permanent income, which drives some borrowers to consume all their assets in the current period.
years in the future. The bottom panel of Figure 10 shows the equivalent exercise, but instead of granting the households wealth at different dates, they are granted collateral at different dates. This figure shows that for low-wealth households, the response to increased collateral is the same as the response to increased wealth. Only at very high wealth levels is collateral less beneficial than wealth.

Overall, Figure 10 shows that there are three important regions for understanding the effect of wealth and collateral gains in the future. First, at very low cash-on-hand levels, consumption is only responsive to wealth or collateral that can be used in the current period. Second, for borrowers with moderate cash-on-hand between 0.7 and 1.5 years worth of permanent income, consumption is responsive to gains that can be monetized in the near-term, but not six or more years in the future. Finally, for borrowers with higher cash-on-hand, there is a small response even to gains that can only be monetized six or more years in the future. This means that for low-wealth borrowers, principal reduction will likely be ineffective unless it can be monetized in the near-term.

6.4.3 Consumption Response to Principal Reduction for Underwater Borrowers

In our model, principal reduction similar to that implemented in HAMP does not raise consumption. We consider an average household with first period income $y_t = 0.85$ units of permanent income, based on Bernstein (2015) who finds that borrowers receiving mortgage modifications during the recent crisis had temporarily low incomes. We set initial LTV equal to 150, the median pre-modification LTV for borrowers receiving principal reduction in our difference-in-differences analysis. For our treatment group, we then reduce their mortgage balance by $70,000, bringing them to an LTV of 106. As with our default policy simulation, to mimic the policy implemented in HAMP we keep mortgage payments for households who have not defaulted fixed for five years. Principal reduction translates into increased borrowing capacity and increased wealth with a considerable delay. In Section 6.4.2 we showed that the consumption response depends on the timing of reduced payments and increased collateral under the policy reform, so we plot these changes in Figure 11. These figures show borrowing limits and housing payments over time under the status-quo and under the principal reduction policy (labeled as “Payment Reduction” and “Payment and Principal Reduction”, respectively, to parallel our empirical setting). The top panel shows that principal reduction eventually increases borrowing limits, but that these increases do not occur for another eight years. This is because even after receiving principal reduction, borrowers remain slightly underwater. Furthermore, to be able to borrow against their home given the collateral constraint they need to get down to an LTV of 80, which takes several years under baseline price growth and mortgage principal pay-down schedules. The bottom panel shows that housing payments decrease substantially, but only starting six years in the future. Since the

---

46 This corresponds to an initial home price equal to $173,000 (or 3.25 units of permanent income) and an initial mortgage debt of $259,000 (or 4.88 units of permanent income).

47 The median LTV post-modification in our data is actually 114, because borrowers’ unpaid mortgage payments are capitalized into the new mortgage balance. We abstract from this in our model, though it would only serve to further reduce the effect of principal reduction.

48 Housing payments are declining in the first five years because they are plotted relative to permanent income,
lesson from Figure 10 was that household consumption for low-wealth borrowers is unresponsive to wealth and collateral gains that are only monetized several years in the future, these plots suggest that the principal reduction policy we have modeled will not have a large effect on consumption.

Figure 12 shows directly that principal reduction as done in HAMP is ineffective at increasing consumption in our model. The top panel of Figure 12 shows the consumption function out of increasing amounts of principal reduction for borrowers starting at a LTV of 150. It shows that the consumption function out of home equity gains is S-shaped, convex below the collateral constraint and concave above it. Borrowers are insensitive to principal reductions until such reductions bring them close to their constraint. Principal reduction for deeply underwater borrowers does not relax current constraints and has little precautionary value, hence consumption is unaffected.

The model clarifies that the collateral constraint renders principal reduction below this constraint ineffective. Because borrowers are far from the boundary where they can monetize increased housing wealth, they are insensitive to wealth increases. The intuition is similar to the result in Berger and Vavra (2015), who show that in recessions households are farther from their adjustment boundaries for durable consumption, and hence are less sensitive to wealth shocks. Furthermore, our result is consistent with Kaplan et al. (2016a), who find in a general equilibrium heterogeneous-agent model that a policy forgiving all excess mortgage debt above an LTV of 95 has only a trivial effect on consumption.

Our result contrasts with debt overhang models in which forced deleveraging leads to depressed consumption. For example, in Eggertsson and Krugman (2012) and Guerrieri and Lorenzoni (2016), debt is modeled as a one-period bond. In this setting, when a credit crunch reduces the borrowing limit, borrowers who find themselves beyond the borrowing constraint are forced to immediately cut consumption in order to delever. Applying this assumption to the mortgage setting implies that when housing prices fall such that the loan-to-value ratio becomes greater than 100, borrowers need to immediately repay their outstanding debt until they are abovewater. Under this hypothetical scenario, borrowers receiving principal reduction would see immediate reductions in the amount of forced repayment. Principal reduction would increase consumption by reducing debt overhang. But in practice, as in our model, mortgages in particular are long-term loans. Nothing forces borrowers to immediately delever when they are far underwater. Modeling housing debt as a long-term contract – unlike the short-term contracts in Eggertsson and Krugman (2012) and Guerrieri and Lorenzoni (2016) – removes a mechanical link between debt levels and consumption present in some of the prior literature, and reduces the expected effectiveness of mortgage debt reduction policies. Other recent papers to consider the effect of debt and housing wealth in settings with long-term contracts include Berger et al. (2016), Chen et al. (2013), Kaplan et al. (2016a), and

which is rising at these ages according to the standard life-cycle pattern.

While the results are consistent, the mechanism is different. The principal reduction policy modeled in Kaplan et al. (2016a) reduces both short-term and long-term payments. They find that borrowers who would have made payments anyways increase consumption as a result of payment reductions. However, borrowers who would have defaulted without principal reduction, but no longer default under the new policy, see mortgage payments rise relative to the status-quo and therefore reduce their consumption. Averaging over these two groups, they find little impact on aggregate consumption.
6.4.4 Consumption Response to Principal Reduction Under Alternative Parameterizations

In our model, principal reduction is ineffective under a variety of alternative parameterizations. Table 8 reports the MPC for the principal reduction policy experiment described above under various alternative assumptions. The baseline MPC is 0.3 cents per dollar of mortgage principal reduced. This is similar to the 0.2 cent estimate in our empirical results. Changing borrower age, discount rate, and risk aversion has little impact on the MPC.

Principal reduction remains ineffective even when borrowers have modest access to liquidity. To show this, we calculated the effect of principal reduction assuming households had access to an unused HELOC line worth $20,000, which is twice the amount available to the average household with a HELOC in the 2015 New York Fed Consumer Credit Panel Federal Reserve (2015). The MPC for this household is still only 0.9 cents. The reason is that households that have access to liquidity are optimizing incorporating this liquid buffer. Principal reduction does not increase their buffer in the near term, so has little effect on the value of maintaining this buffer. This explains why even borrowers who are actively saving or deleveraging, and therefore not literally at their liquidity constraint, are unresponsive to principal reduction. Even when borrowers are saving for precautionary reasons, the increase in housing wealth gained from principal reduction is of little precautionary value because it cannot be monetized for several years.

Generating a large consumption response requires an alternative unrealized economic environment (relaxed collateral constraints and optimistic home price growth) or an alternative policy of more generous writedowns. Setting the collateral constraint to zero such that homeowners can lever up to 100 LTV generates a moderate MPC of 4.8 cents. Even though borrowers remain underwater after principal reduction, allowing them to monetize wealth starting at 100 LTV would have some immediate precautionary value. Similarly, if households expected permanent real annual house price growth of 5% (equal to realized growth rates from 2000 to 2005), the MPC would be 6.2 cents because borrowers would expect to be able to monetize their housing wealth more quickly. Combining both of these assumptions about the economic environment generates a large MPC of 24.0 cents. However, the period when principal reduction was implemented is exactly when neither of these conditions was likely to hold. In the aftermath of the crisis, home price growth expectations were tepid and credit supply was tight.\(^\text{50}\)

Although more generous principal reductions might have led to some observed consumption response in the data, they would have been an inefficient way to raise consumption. For example, a writedown to 90 LTV with a relaxed collateral constraint raises consumption in our model. However, Figure 12 shows that all of the consumption increase is coming from the region near the collateral constraint. This means that a policy of targeting deeply underwater borrowers with more generous writedowns will expend substantial resources in a region with no stimulative effect.

\(^{50}\)See Department of Housing And Urban Development (2016) for house price expectations data and Corelogic (2016) for evidence of tightening collateral constraints.
6.4.5 Collateral Constraints Drive a Wedge Between MPC Out of Housing Wealth and MPC out of Cash

The inability to monetize housing wealth drives a wedge between an underwater borrower’s marginal propensity to consume out of cash and their marginal propensity to consume out of housing wealth. This can be observed visually in the bottom panel of Figure 12. In this figure we take low-cash-on-hand borrowers at various LTV levels and plot the MPC out of $1 of cash or $1 of housing wealth gained by principal reduction. As in the empirical results in Mian et al. (2013), borrowers near their collateral constraint have a high MPC out of housing wealth gains. However, borrowers far underwater are unresponsive to housing wealth changes even though they are highly responsive to cash transfers. This highlights one way that housing wealth is special. Because it can only be monetized when borrowers have positive home equity above a collateral constraint, borrowers respond less to housing wealth gains than they do to cash.

One implication of the wedge between cash and housing MPCs is that in a period where many borrowers are underwater and collateral constraints have tightened, high leverage is a bad “tag” for targeting policies that increase housing wealth, even though it is a good “tag” for targeting policies trying to provide cash to borrowers with high MPCs. Our model suggests that low-wealth, underwater borrowers would have an MPC out of cash around 30 cents. The government spent an average of $0.30 to subsidize each dollar of principal forgiveness in HAMP, for a total government cost of $4.6 billion. Our model suggests that if the same amount of money had been spent on direct transfers to borrowers, the partial equilibrium spending increase would have been $1.4 billion, ten times more than even the upper bound of our estimates for the consumption response to principal forgiveness would suggest. Policies seeking to raise aggregate demand by increasing the housing wealth of leveraged borrowers will be ineffective precisely when policymakers might otherwise want to use them.

The low MPC out of housing wealth for underwater borrowers can help explain the sluggish response to house price gains during the recent recovery (Mian and Sufi 2014a). The borrowers ordinarily most responsive to wealth gains may have found themselves unable to translate increased housing wealth into disposable wealth. This also points to a limitation of one of Fisher’s policy recommendations for reversing “debt deflations” (Fisher 1933). He suggests reflateing asset prices. Our results suggest that this may be ineffective at increasing demand for those who are underwater unless pursued aggressively enough to bring them into positive equity.

In this experiment, housing payments fall immediately when debt is reduced, unlike in Section 6.4.3 where we delayed payment relief in order to mimic principal reduction in HAMP. We consider the average household from our policy experiment, so we set cash-on-hand to 0.85.
7 Conclusion

This paper empirically and theoretically evaluates the impact of substantial mortgage principal reductions. Our empirical analysis exploits a distinctive government policy that allows us to isolate the effects of reducing long-term payments and increasing home equity while controlling for short-term payments. Using regression discontinuity and difference-in-differences research designs, we find that principal reductions have no short-term impact on default, durable consumption, or nondurable consumption for borrowers who remain underwater. We build a quantitative life-cycle model with a housing asset and default to help interpret these empirical findings. The model clarifies that a borrower’s short-term constraints govern their response to long-term debt obligations. When defaulting imposes short-term utility costs, default is more responsive to cash-flow shocks than to future debt burdens. When principal reductions do not push borrowers sufficiently above water so as to relax collateral constraints, consumption is unaffected because borrowers are unable to monetize increased housing wealth.

Although we find that principal reductions have no impact in the short-term, an interesting avenue for future research will be to estimate the long-term impact. Eventually, borrowers who received more substantial reductions will regain positive home equity. When faced with an income or expenditure shock, instead of defaulting and facing foreclosure, borrowers will be able to sell their home. Similarly, borrowers who received principal reductions will more quickly gain enough home equity to overcome their collateral constraint, leading to increases in their borrowing capacity. In future work, we hope to study both of these effects.

A second natural experiment that will emerge over time comes from expected payment increases. Although payments for both modification groups are fixed for five years, they begin rising in year six as the temporary interest rate reduction is phased out. This will generate a completely expected negative shock to disposable income. Prior work on mortgage payments has focused on payment reductions which increase disposable income. In these cases, failure to increase consumption before payments fall can be attributed either to liquidity constraints or to bounded rationality. But in settings with predictable reductions in disposable income, even liquidity constrained households should cut spending preemptively. In prior work we have found that unemployed agents fail to cut spending ahead of predictable exhaustion of their unemployment benefits (Ganong and Noel 2016). The expected mortgage payment increases that will eventually happen for HAMP borrowers will provide a new way to test between the explanations for consumer sensitivity to expected changes in disposable income.
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Figure 1: Comparing Payment Reduction and Principal Reduction Modifications

Notes: The top panel plots the difference in average annual payments for borrowers receiving each type of modification relative to the payments borrowers owed under their unmodified mortgage contracts in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. Modifications consisted of temporarily reducing interest rates for five years, extending the mortgage term up to 40 years, turning a portion of the principal balance into a non-interest-bearing balloon payment, and for modifications with principal reduction, permanently forgiving a portion of the unpaid principal balance. The bottom panel summarizes the financial impacts of modifications along various dimensions.
Figure 2: Principal Forgiveness Around Regression Discontinuity Cutoff

Notes: This figure shows the first stage at the regression discontinuity cutoff in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. The top panel plots the share of borrowers receiving principal reduction and the bottom panel plots the average amount of principal reduction per borrower. The horizontal axis shows the normalized predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction to borrowers from equation (1). The blue dots are conditional means for 15 bins on each side of the cutoff. The red line shows the predicted value from a local linear regression estimated separately on either side of the cutoff. The RD estimate is the jump in predicted values at the cutoff, corresponding to an estimate of the numerator in equation (2). Construction of the IV estimate $\hat{\tau}$ in the bottom panel, as well as further details about these specifications, are described in section 4.2.
Notes: This figure shows average pre-treatment characteristics around the regression discontinuity cutoff in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. The horizontal axis shows the normalized predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction to borrowers from equation (1). The vertical axis in the first five panels shows borrower credit score, monthly income, the ratio of monthly mortgage payments to monthly income (debt to income ratio), the ratio of unpaid principal balance to the market value of the house (mark-to-market loan-to-value ratio), and the number of monthly mortgage payments the borrower is past due at application date. The final panel shows predicted default rates from a linear regression of default on the first five borrower characteristics. The blue dots are conditional means for 15 bins on each side of the cutoff. The red line shows the predicted value from a local linear regression estimated separately on either side of the cutoff. The RD estimate is the jump in predicted values at the cutoff, corresponding to an estimate of the numerator in equation (2). See section 4.2 for details.
Figure 4: Impact of Principal Reduction on Default

Notes: This figure shows the estimated impact of principal reduction on default using the regression discontinuity design in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. The top panel plots the default rate on the vertical axis and the normalized predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction on the horizontal axis. Default is defined as being 90 days delinquent at any point between modification date and March 2015, when our dataset ends, which is an average of three years. The blue dots are conditional means for 15 bins on each side of the cutoff. The red line shows the predicted value from a local linear regression estimated separately on either side of the cutoff. Construction of the IV estimate $\hat{\tau}$ is described in section 4.2. The bottom panel plots the IV estimate and associated 95% confidence intervals for various alternative bandwidths. The Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012) optimal bandwidth of 0.5 is plotted in yellow. The black horizontal line is the predicted impact of principal reduction on default from Treasury’s redefault model.
Figure 5: Income Around Default in Bank Account Data

Notes: This figure plots average monthly income and mortgage payments around borrower default in the JPMCI bank account dataset. Income is defined as all inflows into a borrower’s checking account in a given month. Default date is defined as the first month a loan is 90-days delinquent after a HAMP modification. The sample consists of 7,224 borrowers with a prior HAMP modification, a mortgage, and a checking account with Chase. For more details see section 3.2.
Notes: This figure shows the event study of monthly credit card expenditure around modification for borrowers receiving each type of modification in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. The top panel plots credit card expenditure in dollars as measured from credit bureau records (discussed in Section 3.1). The bottom panel plots spending relative to the month of modification (month zero). See Table 3 for sample summary statistics.
Figure 7: Auto Spending Around Modification

Notes: This figure shows the event study of monthly auto spending around modification for borrowers receiving each type of modification in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. Auto spending is measured from new auto loans, as described in Section 3.1. See Table 3 for sample summary statistics.
Figure 8: MPC Estimate Relative to Literature

Notes: This figure plots the point estimate and 95% confidence interval for the MPC out of housing wealth from various studies. All studies report the MPC for the average borrower unless otherwise indicated. Several studies which report elasticities have been converted into MPCs by scaling the elasticity by the ratio of Census retail sales to household housing assets from the Federal Reserve’s Flow of Funds in 2012, which is 0.25. Case et al. (2013) do not report a central estimate, so the range presented is the range of estimates in Tables 3 through 6, and the point estimate is the mid-point of this range.
Notes: The top panel plots the cutoff thresholds for borrower default decisions under alternative baseline mortgage payment assumptions. The vertical axis is relative to permanent income. The green line shows the baseline assumptions as described in equation (4). For borrowers with a given LTV ratio, the line shows the cash-on-hand (income plus assets) threshold below which borrowers decide to exercise their default option. The red line shows the same threshold under an alternative assumption where mortgage payments are an extra 5% of income. The bottom panel plots default rates by LTV ratio. Default rates are calculated by taking the default thresholds shown in the top panel and integrating over the distribution of income shocks described in equation (5).
Figure 10: Consumption Functions With Wealth and Collateral Grants at Various Dates

Notes: The top panel plots the consumption function out of cash-on-hand under various alternative scenarios from the model described in Section 6. Both the horizontal and vertical axes are measured relative to permanent income. The baseline case considers a household with no home equity (and hence no current borrowing capacity). The orange, blue, and pink lines show the consumption functions in the current period when the household is granted one year’s worth of permanent income in the current period, in one year, and in six years, respectively. The bottom panel shows the equivalent consumption functions for the case when the household is granted collateral, rather than wealth, at various dates.
Notes: This figure shows the effect of the modeled principal reduction policy on borrowing limits and mortgage payments. We assume homeowners receive modifications at age 45. We set initial LTV equal to 150. For our treatment group, we then reduce their mortgage balance by $70,000, bringing them to an LTV of 106 in the first year. To mimic our empirical setting, mortgage payments for households who have not defaulted are fixed for five years, after which payments fall according to the new mortgage balance. This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.4.3.
Notes: The top panel plots the consumption function out of principal reduction. We begin borrowers at 150 LTV and give increasing amounts of principal reduction as necessary to hit a given LTV ratio. To mimic our empirical setting, mortgage payments for households who have not defaulted are fixed for five years, after which payments fall according to the new mortgage balance. The red arrow shows the treatment for the average borrower in the government program. The dashed green line indicates the collateral constraint. The bottom panel plots the marginal propensity to consume out of an additional dollar of cash or an additional dollar of housing wealth generated by mortgage debt forgiveness. In this panel mortgage debt forgiveness is assumed to translate immediately into reduced mortgage payments. Both panels are plotted for homeowners age 45 with initial assets of at $a_t = 0.01$ units of permanent income and income of $y_t = 0.85$ units of permanent income.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Match Mean</th>
<th>Pre-Match SD</th>
<th>Post-Match Mean</th>
<th>Post-Match SD</th>
<th>Normalized Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>54564</td>
<td>24605</td>
<td>51432</td>
<td>23517</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Value</td>
<td>196992</td>
<td>123918</td>
<td>178825</td>
<td>114387</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan to Value Ratio</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Mortgage Payment</td>
<td>1716</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Payment to Income Ratio</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage Interest Rate</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage Term Remaining</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM (d)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months Past Due</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Score</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (d)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Payment Reduction ($)</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Payment Reduction (%)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Forgiveness Amount</td>
<td>53072</td>
<td>70385</td>
<td>46221</td>
<td>62155</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received Principal Forgiveness (d)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Modification LTV</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Modification DTI</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Modification Default (d)</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table shows characteristics for all HAMP borrowers who were underwater and evaluated for both modification types during our sample window. Our regression discontinuity and panel difference-in-differences analyses each use different subsets of the matched sample. The normalized difference in the final column is the difference in means divided by the pre-match standard deviation. All values are before-modification unless otherwise noted. (d) indicates a dummy variable.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RD Analysis Sample</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>PSID Delinquent Households</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>p10</td>
<td>p50</td>
<td>p90</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>p10</td>
<td>p50</td>
<td>p90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>58666</td>
<td>28424</td>
<td>56004</td>
<td>97071</td>
<td>64000</td>
<td>21000</td>
<td>55000</td>
<td>12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Value</td>
<td>257703</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>240000</td>
<td>440000</td>
<td>190000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>140000</td>
<td>350000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan to Value Ratio</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Mortgage Payment</td>
<td>1807</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1349</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>2528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage Interest Rate</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>9.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage Term Remaining</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months Past Due</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (d)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>57.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of Liquid Assets</td>
<td>3238</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>3238</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>9783</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table compares borrowers in our regression discontinuity sample in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset to delinquent borrowers in the 2009 and 2011 PSID Supplements on Housing, Mortgage Distress, and Wealth Data as reported in Gerardi et al. (2015). The regression discontinuity sample includes borrowers with \(|v| < 0.5\) of the cutoff (see Section 4.2 for details). All values are before modification. The PSID sample includes heads of households who are mortgagors, ages 24-65, are labor force participants, and are 60 or more days late on their mortgage as of the survey date. Liquid assets include checking and savings account balances, money market funds, certificates of deposit, Treasury securities, and other government saving bonds. (d) indicates a dummy variable.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Payment Reduction</th>
<th>Payment and Principal Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Forgiveness Amount</td>
<td>11895</td>
<td>35148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV Payment Reduction</td>
<td>51231</td>
<td>53506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Payment Reduction ($)</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Payment Reduction (%)</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan to Value Ratio</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Modification LTV</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Payment to Income Ratio</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Modification DTI</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>56055</td>
<td>23751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Score</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Value</td>
<td>207123</td>
<td>119230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Mortgage Payment</td>
<td>1739</td>
<td>802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage Interest Rate</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage Term Remaining</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (d)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| N                              | 35842  | 34250  |

Notes: This table shows summary statistics for the matched HAMP credit bureau sample analyzed in the panel difference-in-differences research design discussed in Section 5. The sample includes underwater borrowers who are observed in the credit bureau records one year before and after modification and report positive credit card expenditure in at least one month during this window. All variables are before-modification unless otherwise noted. (d) indicates a dummy variable.
Table 4: Impact of Principal Reduction on Expenditure

This table reports difference-in-differences estimates of the effect of principal reduction on expenditure in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. The dependent variable in Panel A is monthly credit card expenditure, while the dependent variable in Panel B is monthly auto expenditure computed based on balances of new auto loans. The coefficient of interest, Treatment, is the estimated change in the difference between outcomes of mortgages receiving modifications with and without principal reduction during the year after modification. All specifications include fixed effects for modification type and months since modification. Controls include the predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction, the predicted gain interacted with a dummy for this value being positive, FICO score, monthly income, pre-modification loan characteristics (LTV, principal balance, DTI, monthly payment), property value, LTV at origination, non-housing monthly debt payment, and monthly payment reduction. The sample includes underwater borrowers who are observed one year before and after modification and report positive credit card expenditure in at least one month during this window. The dependent variable mean is reported for borrowers receiving principal reduction modifications in the year before modification. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the borrower level ($n_{\text{borrower}} = 70,092$). Asterisks denote significance levels (***=1%, **=5%, *=10%). See the text for additional detail on the specification, outcome measures, and sample.

**Panel A: Credit Card Expenditure ($/month)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment (Principal Reduction x Post)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>-0.502</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>-0.767</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.783)</td>
<td>(2.783)</td>
<td>(2.826)</td>
<td>(2.931)</td>
<td>(2.957)</td>
<td>(2.991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar Month Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA by Calendar Month Fixed Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls x Post Interactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable Mean</td>
<td>390.13</td>
<td>390.13</td>
<td>390.13</td>
<td>390.13</td>
<td>391.28</td>
<td>391.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1,704,543</td>
<td>1,704,543</td>
<td>1,704,543</td>
<td>1,704,543</td>
<td>1,667,159</td>
<td>1,667,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Panel B: Auto Expenditure ($/month)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment (Principal Reduction x Post)</td>
<td>8.350</td>
<td>8.364</td>
<td>7.131</td>
<td>8.072</td>
<td>7.987</td>
<td>4.737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar Month Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA by Calendar Month Fixed Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls x Post Interactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable Mean</td>
<td>140.43</td>
<td>140.43</td>
<td>140.43</td>
<td>140.43</td>
<td>141.29</td>
<td>141.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1,704,543</td>
<td>1,704,543</td>
<td>1,704,543</td>
<td>1,704,543</td>
<td>1,667,159</td>
<td>1,667,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Impact of Principal Reduction on Credit Card Expenditure Using Bank Data

This table reports difference-in-differences estimates of the effect of principal reduction on credit card expenditure in the JPMCI bank dataset. The coefficient of interest, Treatment, is the estimated change in the difference between outcomes of mortgages receiving modifications with and without principal reduction during the year after modification. All specifications include fixed effects for modification type and months since modification. Controls include credit score, pre-modification loan characteristics (LTV, principal balance), property value, and LTV at origination. The sample includes all HAMP borrowers with a mortgage and a credit card with Chase who are observed one year before and after modification. The dependent variable mean is reported for borrowers receiving principal reduction modifications in the year before modification. Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered at the borrower level \((n_{\text{borrower}} = 22,924)\). Asterisks denote significance levels \((**=1\%, **=5\%, *=10\%)\). See the text for additional detail on the specification, outcome measures, and sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Credit Card Expenditure ($/month)</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment (Principal Reduction x Post)</td>
<td>−1.156</td>
<td>−0.993</td>
<td>−3.083</td>
<td>−5.718</td>
<td>−3.565</td>
<td>−3.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.762)</td>
<td>(3.865)</td>
<td>(3.866)</td>
<td>(4.258)</td>
<td>(4.534)</td>
<td>(4.632)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar Month Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA by Calendar Month Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls x Post Interactions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable Mean</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>171.49</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>171.49</td>
<td>180.06</td>
<td>180.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>549,398</td>
<td>516,988</td>
<td>549,398</td>
<td>516,988</td>
<td>476,086</td>
<td>476,086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Baseline Model Parameter Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life-cycle income growth</td>
<td>$\Gamma_s$</td>
<td>1.025 to 0.7</td>
<td>Carroll (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. dev. income shocks</td>
<td>$\sigma_\delta$</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>Carroll (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large income shock probability</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Guvenen et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large income shock size</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Guvenen et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real interest rate</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Freddie Mac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collateral constraint</td>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>FHFA, Corelogic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real house price growth</td>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>FHFA 1990-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property tax rate</td>
<td>$\tau_p$</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>Himmelberg et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance costly</td>
<td>$\tau_m$</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>Himmelberg et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility cost of default</td>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>Match 10% Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk aversion</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount factor</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Housing Wealth MPC in Model and External Benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPC (Cents)</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>External Benchmark</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mian, Rao, Sufi (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTV = 95</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Mian, Rao, Sufi (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table shows the marginal propensity to consume out of changes in housing wealth in the model relative to the estimates in the external benchmark from Mian et al. (2013). The model estimates are for age 45 borrowers with different initial LTVs. We endow each agent with cash-on-hand equal to two years of permanent income, which is the median non-housing wealth for all homeowners in the 2007 SCF (2007 is chosen as the base year to mimic estimates in Mian et al. (2013), which cover the 2006-2009 period). We then calculate the MPC for these agents at different LTV values. The “Average” row weights MPCs by LTV according to the distribution of LTV in 2007 reported in Carter (2012).
Table 8: MPC out of Principal Reduction in the Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>MPC (cents)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Parameterizations with Small Response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Model</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Cash-on-Hand</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age At Mod = 35</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High discount rate ((\beta = 0.9))</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk aversion ((\gamma = 2))</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused HELOCs</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Parameterizations with Larger Response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Cash-on-Hand (PIH)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collateral Constraint (\phi = 0)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected 5% House Price Growth</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected 5% House Price Growth and (\phi = 0)</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Policy Simulations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Down to 90% LTV</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Down to 90% LTV and (\phi = 0)</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table compares the MPC out of principal reduction in the model under alternative parameterizations to the MPC calculated in our data (discussed in Section 5.2). The “Baseline Model” corresponds to the parameterization shown in Table 6 and the modeling of principal reduction policy discussed in Section 6.4.3. “Low Cash-on-Hand” corresponds to initial cash-on-hand \(m_t = 0.5\) units of permanent income. The “Unused HELOCs” row corresponds to an experiment where the household is given a credit line worth $20,000 (or 0.38 units of permanent income), and then given principal reduction. The “High Cash-on-Hand (PIH)” row corresponds to initial cash-on-hand \(m_t = 3.0\) units of permanent income. The “Expected 5% House Price Growth” row corresponds to an expected permanent annual real house price growth of 5%.
Appendix

A  Additional Figures

Figure A.1: Structure of Mortgage Modifications

Notes: This figure plots the average annual payments owed under the status quo and under the modified mortgage contracts for borrowers receiving “payment reduction” modifications in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. This is shown for the sample in borrowers in our consumption analysis, described in Table 3.
Figure A.2: Modification Terms Summary

C. Interest at the rate of __2.0__% will begin to accrue on the New Principal Balance as of _____1/1/2012____ and the first new monthly payment on the New Principal Balance will be due on _____1/15/2012____. My payment schedule for the modified Loan is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Interest Rate</th>
<th>Interest Rate Change Date</th>
<th>Monthly Principal and Interest Payment Amount</th>
<th>Estimated Monthly Escrow Payment Amount*</th>
<th>Total Monthly Payment*</th>
<th>Payment Begins On</th>
<th>Number of Monthly Payments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td><strong>2.0</strong>%</td>
<td>01/01/2012</td>
<td>$1,003.06</td>
<td>$312.50, may adjust periodically</td>
<td>$1,312.50, may adjust periodically</td>
<td>01/15/2012</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><strong>3.00</strong>%</td>
<td>01/01/2013</td>
<td>$1,143.71</td>
<td>$312.50, May adjust periodically</td>
<td>$1,455.21, May adjust periodically</td>
<td>01/15/2013</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><strong>4.00</strong>%</td>
<td>01/01/2014</td>
<td>$1,291.06</td>
<td>$312.50, May adjust periodically</td>
<td>$1,603.56, May adjust periodically</td>
<td>01/15/2014</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-35</td>
<td><strong>5.00</strong>%</td>
<td>01/01/2015</td>
<td>$1,444.00</td>
<td>$312.50, May adjust periodically</td>
<td>$1,756.50, May adjust periodically</td>
<td>01/15/2015</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This figure shows the modified payment terms as explained to borrowers in the modification agreement which they are required to sign. Example terms are shown for a mortgage with a post-modification principal balance of $300,000, temporary interest rate of 2%, mortgage term of 35 years, and escrow payments equal to 1.5% of the property value ($250,000).
Figure A.3: Match Rate Around Regression Discontinuity Cutoff

Notes: This figure plots the share of borrowers in the Treasury HAMP dataset successfully matched to their credit bureau records. The horizontal axis shows the normalized predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction to borrowers from equation (1). The blue dots are conditional means for 15 bins on each side of the cutoff. The red line shows the predicted value from a local linear regression estimated separately on either side of the cutoff. The RD estimate is the jump in predicted values at the cutoff, corresponding to an estimate of the numerator in equation (2).
Notes: This figure plots the share of U.S. residential mortgages more than 30 days delinquent as reported by the Federal Reserve Board. The purple shaded region denotes the period where borrowers in our regression discontinuity sample had their first pre-modification delinquencies.
Notes: This figure shows the treatment size at the regression discontinuity cutoff in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. The horizontal axis shows the normalized predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction to borrowers from equation (1). The top panel shows the change in the net present value of mortgage payments owed under the modified contract relative to the status quo mortgage contract, discounted at a 4% interest rate. The middle panel shows the change in the loan-to-value ratio. The bottom panel shows the change in initial monthly housing payments. The blue dots are conditional means for 15 bins on each side of the cutoff. The red line shows the predicted value from a local linear regression estimated separately on either side of the cutoff. The RD estimate is the jump in predicted values at the cutoff, corresponding to an estimate of the numerator in equation (2). Construction of the IV estimate $\hat{\tau}$ is described in section 4.2.
Notes: The top panel plots the histogram of the running variable from our regression discontinuity strategy in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. The horizontal axis shows the normalized predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction to borrowers from equation (1). HAMP program officers in the U.S. Treasury Department explain that the mass at exactly zero is due to data misreporting. Some servicers reported a single number as the calculation for both the payment reduction and principal reduction modifications, meaning that the estimated gains from principal reduction were calculated to be zero. The bottom panel plots the same histogram dropping observations exactly at zero, which is our analysis sample. Section 4.3 discusses three additional arguments for why the mass at zero is unlikely to pose a challenge for the validity of the regression discontinuity research design.
Figure A.7: Takeup Rate Around the Regression Discontinuity Cutoff

Notes: This figure shows the take-up rate conditional on borrower’s being offered a modification in the Treasury HAMP dataset. The horizontal axis shows the normalized predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction to borrowers from equation (1). The blue dots are conditional means for 15 bins on each side of the cutoff. The red line shows the predicted value from a local linear regression estimated separately on either side of the cutoff. The RD estimate is the jump in predicted values at the cutoff, corresponding to an estimate of the numerator in equation (2).
Figure A.8: Regression Discontinuity Robustness

Notes: This figure shows the estimated impact of principal reduction on default under various specifications and bandwidths in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. Each line plots the IV estimate and associated 95% confidence interval from a local linear or quadratic regression on either side of the cutoff. The optimal bandwidths for the linear specification from Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012) and Calonico et al. (2014) are 0.5 and 0.4, respectively. The optimal bandwidths for a quadratic specification from Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012) and Calonico et al. (2014) are 0.8 and 1.0, respectively. The black horizontal line is the predicted impact of principal reduction on default from Treasury’s redefault model.
Figure A.9: Impact of Liquidity on Default

Notes: The top panel plots the cross-sectional relationship between change in a borrower’s debt-to-income (DTI) ratio after modification and their probability of default. The bottom panel plots the event study of “default”, defined as being 90 or more days behind on a mortgage payment, around date of modification. Modification mechanically brings borrowers “current”. Both panels use data from the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset.
Figure A.10: Consumption Event Study Using Bank Data

Notes: This figure shows the event study of monthly credit card expenditure around modification for borrowers receiving each type of modification in the JPMCI bank account dataset. For further details see sections 3.2 and 5.2.
Figure A.11: Regression Discontinuity Design for Credit Card and Auto Expenditure

Notes: This figure shows the estimated impact of principal reduction on expenditure using the fuzzy regression discontinuity strategy in the matched HAMP credit bureau dataset. The horizontal axis shows the normalized predicted gain to investors of providing principal reduction to borrowers from equation (1). The vertical axis on the top panel shows the average change in credit card expenditure between the twelve months before modification and the twelve months after modification. Credit card expenditure is measured from credit bureau records as discussed in section 3.1. The vertical axis in the bottom panel shows the average change in auto spending between the twelve months before modification and the twelve months after modification. Auto spending is measured from new auto loans, as described in Section 3.1. The blue dots are conditional means for 15 bins on each side of the cutoff. The red line shows the predicted value from a local linear regression estimated separately on either side of the cutoff. Construction of the IV estimate $\hat{\tau}$ is described in section 4.2.
Figure A.12: Credit Score Around Modification in Bank Data

Notes: This figure shows the event study of credit scores for borrowers receiving each type of modification in the JPMCI bank dataset. For further details see sections 3.2 and 5.2.
Notes: The top panel plots mortgage origination by borrower credit score from the New York Fed Consumer Credit Panel (Federal Reserve 2015). This includes first mortgages, second mortgages, and home equity installment loans. The bottom panel plots the average combined loan-to-value (CLTV) ratio for new home equity lines of credit (HELOCs) as reported by Corelogic (2016).
Figure A.14: Default With Heterogeneous Utility Cost of Default

Notes: This figure plots default rates by LTV ratio in the model under alternative parameterizations. The LTV is moved according to the same policy exercise described in the notes to Figure 11. The baseline parameterization corresponds to that in Table 6. The “Match Xsec Correlation” assumes a distribution of default costs across the population instead of a constant default cost.